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PART I:
INTERTECT RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROJECT PLAN FOR THE SCF 
LEBANESE RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT IN UPPER BAALBECK

I. Situation and Major Problems

A. While the fighting in Lebanon has resulted in widespread destruction 
to lives and property, the total effects of the disaster may not be realized for 
several years. Just as important as the actual physical and economic destruction 
that exists now is the fact that the fighting has resulted in the isolation and 
alienation of the rural villages and has set in motion the factors which can 
result in a second and longer-term disaster, one which is infinitely more diffi
cult to cope with than physical reconstruction.

The Bekaa valley is the major food-producing region of Lebanon. While 
the actual fighting in the rural villages of this region has been fairly sporadic 
and the resulting physical damage relatively limited, the psychological effects 
of the war and the geographic isolation of the villages have combined to cause a 
feeling of insecurity which has resulted in a substantial reduction in the agri
cultural output of the region. Two factors, in particular, are prominent. First, 
the vital water supplies for virtually all the villages have been disrupted, often 
through diversion by neighboring villages, but also as a result of lack of main
tenance. Second, the feeling of insecurity has kept many farmers from going out 
to work their fields.

One of the most critical areas of the Bekaa is the Baalbeck region.
Due to the lack of water, few seasonal crops have been planted; but more important, 
farmers who relied on crops from orchards (such as apple trees) have lost not 
"only this year's crop but would have to wait as much as five years for new trees 
to produce fruit. Water has always been a problem in the area, even in the best 
of times. The government of Lebanon has provided only limited water resource 
development assistance to this region, and the area was only beginning to develop 
economically. The civil war has thus not only stopped the development process 
but, unless assistance is provided quickly, could in fact wipe out what has been 

• achieved to date. If preventive measures are not taken now, the resulting agri
cultural situation will be a second disaster with which hard-pressed Lebanon will 
have to cope.
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B. Many of the villages in the Baalbeck have had an influx of refugees.
Some of the refugees are from neighboring villages which were of mixed religious 
origins and the minorities fled for sanctuary to a village of their own denomina
tion. Most of the refugees, however, came from the major urban areas where the 
fighting was heavy. These newcomers add to the problems of underemployment and 
unemployment in the village. Now that the fighting has stopped, many (especially 
those from Beirut) will return home; but those who remain must be put to work 
soon or they will draw on the already reduced capacity of the villages to sustain 
themselves.

C. The war has isolated many villages from their normal markets for goods 
and services. Not only can farmers and small artisans not get their goods to 
the buyers, but they also cannot obtain the supplies they need. Many farmers 
cannot obtain seeds or fertilizers; small shopkeepers cannot obtain goods to sell. 
In cases where agricultural tools or animals have been destroyed, they cannot be 
replaced in the usual manner. In the past, small farmers in the area were begin
ning to have limited access to credit; now there is none.

D. At the present time, it can be certain that the priorities of the 
government of Lebanon will be aimed at the repair of the massive physical damage 
to the urbanized areas. Foreign assistance will be limited to immediate relief 
needs, reconstruction of damaged areas, and economic reconstruction loans and 
grants to the government to assist in re-starting industry. It is doubtful that 
any agency —  local or foreign —  has recognized the problem of the rural areas 
yet. Therefore, Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
can play a major role in stabilizing the rural situation, rescuing the development 
that has already taken place and, by acting quickly, staving off a future long
term disaster.

II. Needs and Priorities in the Project Area

A. Immediate (relief) needs: At the present time, few villages or villagers 
need direct relief aid. All people are housed, and at present no severe food or 
material shortages exist. The immediate steps which should and are being taken 
are as follows:

1. Coordination of External Relief: Several agencies are providing
limited assistance. The SCF committees can assist by coordinating 
between the various agencies at the local level.
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2. Re-establishment of Services: SCF should move quickly to re
establish the pre-war level of all SCF services and help each 
villages where possible, to re-establish municipal services.
Many villagers feel that as they have been isolated from medical 
attention, severe health problems exist. Thus, SCF should tem
porarily increase the medical/health outreach program as a means 
of calming fears of disease.

3. Tracing: In a few cases, villagers have lost contact with relatives
or neighbors who have left the area. SCF should provide assistance 
in locating persons and determining if they will return to the 
village. If they do not wish to return, SCF can act as an inter
mediary in lease or land title transfer actions. (This will ensure 
that the maximum amount of land is available for production.)

4. Survey of the Population: SCF should take an immediate survey of
the population of Deir el-Ahmar and Chaat to determine the number 
of refugees, the number of households, their background and pre
vious jobs, skills, etc., and determine whether or not they will 
stay in the village or general area. This survey will be necessary 
to determine the needs and priorities of the reconstruction and 
development projects. A suggested questionnaire is attached (see 
Appendix A).

5. Structural Damage Report: U.S.A.I.D. indicated that funds may be
available to repair structures to their original state. Thus, the 
INTERTECT consultant will prepare a detailed report on the extent 
of damage to structures in affected villages, and will develop a 
form whereby villagers can submit data on damage for financial or 
material assistance.

B. Reconstruction Needs:
1. Re-establish Water Supply: Water for irrigation is the number one

reconstruction priority. While water resource development must 
also take precedence in the long-term development priorities, the 
pre-war level of supply must be re-established as soon as possible. 
Canals and pipes already exist and, where damaged, can be repaired. 
Repair of channels would be a labor intensive project which would 
inject vitally needed capital into the villages. SCF should imme
diately retain an engineer to check the system and begin repairs.
In the case of intentional diversions, SCF should serve in a mediating
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capacity to work out equitable solutions for all the villages in 
the project area. A permanent water resource committee made up of 
representatives from all the villages in the area should be set up 
as soon as practicable to see that all villages get their proper 
share and to work out differences.

2. Agricultural Assistance: SCF should begin an immediate program of
rebuilding the agriculture in the area. Seeds, fertilizers, and 
loans or credit should be provided to ensure that farmers maintain 
as much production as possible with the goal of re-establishing 
the previous agricultural output by the end of calendar year 1977.

3. Repairs to Housing: Assistance should be provided in the form of
loans and/or subsidized materials to enable villagers to repair 
homes to the pre-war standard. A brief survey indicates that most 
of the damage to housing in the Upper Baalbeck area is "cosmetic",
i.e., little actual structural damage. A few houses will need new 
roofs, some cement to repair holes in the walls, paint or abrasives 
to remove smoke damage, and glass to replace broken windows (the 
latter being the most expensive item).

4. Repair and Re-opening of Public Buildings: In several villages,
public buildings such as schools, community centers, clinics, etc., 
have been damaged by the shelling. SCF should help obtain funds 
for repair of these structures, esepcially the schools. In the 
event that Lebanese government funds are not available or are 
only partially available, a program of grants-in-aid should be 
instituted with villagers providing either materials or labor.
This, too, would be a labor intensive activity and could provide 
temporary work for refugees.

5. Small Business Assistance: SCF should explore methods of assisting
small businesses to re-establish their previous market or level of 
activity. Priority should be given to agriculture-related businesses.

C. Long-Term (Development) Needs:
1. Water Resource Development Program: A comprehensive water resource

development program must be undertaken. Not only must new sources 
of water be found, but also consideration of the problem of water 
depletion must be examined. Before any subsurface source can be 
tapped, the effects of the withdrawal of the water from different 
strata must be examined for the possibility of depleting water 
resources at a topographically lower level in the region. SFC must
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coordinate all water development with a plan for the whole Bekaa 
watershed, surface and subsurface. It is recommended that a water 
development specialist be retained as well as an irrigation con
servationist . SCF might also consider the possibility of a sub
surface irrigation pilot project. SCF should also explore assisting 
the government of Lebanon to obtain a water development grant from 
the World Bank or from the Arab Economic and Social Development 
Fund.

2. Agricultural Development Assistance:
a) An agricultural development plan for the area should be devel

oped with SCF assistance. The plan should explore alternate 
crops, especially those that reduce the need for fertilizers; 
explore the question of re-establishing apple production or 
replanting other crops; and establish options available for 
organizing marketing and production cooperatives.

b) SCF should expand the credit/loan program established to 
assist reconstruction to aid in long-term agro-economic 
development. Expansion should be along guidelines in the 
agricultural development plan recommended in (a) above.

c) SCF should assist in obtaining an agricultural extension 
agent(s) for the area. As the agricultural development plan 
is implemented, the villagers should take over this role, 
possibly through a co-op.

3. Capital Improvement Projects: Each village surveyed has listed
various capital projects which they would like to see implemented. 
These include roads, schools, multi-purpose community centers, 
hospitals/clinics, and, of course, irrigation channels. Such labor 
intensive projects carried out over a period of years could provide 
jobs and money which would help ease the unemployment problem in 
the villages, as well as providing supplemental income to farmers 
re-establishing their orchards.

4. Economic Development Projects (Non-Agricultural): SCF can assist
in the economic development of the area in several ways. First, 
it can provide credit assistance to individuals starting new busi
nesses. Priority should be given to refugees wishing to remain in 
their new village. Second, SCF can help identify new businesses
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which could be run by the village or by co-ops. Many villagers 
have already suggested establishing handicraft or artisan groups.
The INTERTECT consultant also feels that the area would be ideally 
suited for the production of construction materials such as cement 
blocks, cut building stones, and gravel. All these materials are 
and will be in great demand not only for the reconstruction period 
but also well into the future.

5. Education: In all villages, the need for increased educational
opportunities was stressed. Most important, the villagers felt 
the need for increased education relevant to village needs. Through
out the reconstruction and development phase, adequate attention 
must be given to providing educational opportunities. For each 
project funded by SCF, a requirement for formal or non-formal 
training should be attached. SCF should also work with the Ministry 
of Education to explore methods for making the formal schooling 
more compatible to village life.

Ill. Organization of Assistance Program

A. Before setting up the SCF program, it is first necessary to examine what 
types of assistance and experience the CDF staff has had in the past and what 
degree of success they have achieved. In doing so, it is clear that the activi
ties with which they have the most experience are not operational projects but 
the funding of local projects and extension of loans and credit at the local 
level. The staff has developed and are familiar with procedures for those types 
of programs and, most important, are comfortable with this type of work. They 
also claim a high success ratio which would indicate a good accompanying educa
tion program to the loans at the local level. Thus it is only logical that the 
emphasis be placed on SCF assuming a "bankers" role in the project. Specifically, 
SCF can provide funds to the formal village government or council, to SCF-organ- 
ized community committees, to regional committees composed of representatives 
of various villages, to co-operatives, and to individuals. Money can and should 
be provided in the following ways:

1. Direct Assistance to Families - Revolving loan funds;
2. Financial Assistance to Co-ops - "Seed" money to initiate programs;
3. Capital Improvement Funds - Money can be provided in three ways to 

the villages for labor intensive capital improvements:
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a) Loans (in a revolving loan program)
b) Matching funds - in some cases, some monies will be available 

but probably not in sufficient quantity to complete or initiate
a project. A program to assist with matching funds should there
fore be developed. It should especially allow for "in-kind" con
tributions of the villagers.

There are several advantages to this role. First, it puts a great deal 
of the administration at the local level, both relieving the staff of the 
burden and providing the village with the experiences. But most important, 
it assures that decisions on priorities and projects are made at the local 
level.

B. In addition to serving in a funding capacity, SCF can provide several 
other needed services to the project area. During the relief and reconstruc
tion phases, the CDF community committees can help to co-ordinate the relief 
activities in each village. At the national level, the CDF staff will co
ordinate with the government and with international relief agencies.

C. One of the most valuable roles SCF will play will be to provide 
various types of technical assistance. This will be especially important in 
the following fields:

1. Water resource development - planning, implementation, 
conservation.

2. Agricultural development - planning, marketing, extension, 
agri-education, conservation.

3. Economic Development - planning, marketing, education.
4. Health - planning, education.
5. Community organization — planning, formalizing, management 

assistance.
The provision of technical assistance should be limited to securing the 

appropriate specialists and making them available to the local committees, 
and to providing a co-ordinating role with the government and other agencies 
who are working on similar or compatible activities (list of needed technical 
assistance consultants is attached).

D. A recommended (revised) table of organization is attached.

IV. Determining Priorities
The selection of overall priorities for the program and the various 
components should be handled in the following manner.
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A. Village level: A community committee set up by the SCF Field Staff 
will determine the priorities in the village. They will meet with the other 
villagers informally to determine problems, and then will meet with the SCF 
staff to discuss priorities and classify them according to the category (re
lief, reconstruction, development) under which they fall. The staff will 
review the requests and priorities of the villages and determine which problems 
are common to all the villages in the area or region. These will then be re
ferred to the area committee.

B. Area Level: In the development phase, problems which are common to
all the villages of an area or region will be addressed. It is recommended 
that a committee composed of a representative or representatives from each 
of the villages be set up. This committee would work with the consultants 
and technical assistance specialists to plan and conduct the long-term area 
and regional projects. This area committee would determine the priorities 
for area-wide projects and would establish the order in which villagers in 
the area would receive assistance under the various plans.

V . Distribution of Funds
Funds for the project should be divided into four accounts; relief funds, 

reconstruction funds, development funds and director’s discretionary funds.
The funds would be expended according to the type of activity to be funded.
The type of activity would determine who paid the actual money; the local 
committee, area committee or the SCF Director. As a general guideline, the 
following is suggested:

A. Relief funds: It is recommended that direct grants be provided to
the villages on the basis of:

1. The number of refugees
2. Director's discretion
3. Health recommendations of SCF - U.K.

All monies would be dispensed by the local committees according to 
guidelines set by SCF.

B. Reconstruction Funds: It is recommended that loans, grants, and
grants-in-aid be provided to the villages on the basis of:

1. Status/needs of local agriculture
2. Water needs (reconstruction only)
3. Percentage of damaged houses
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4. Needed repairs to community/public buildings
5. Director's discretion
6. Population of the village

All monies spent by the local committees would again be according to 
guidelines set by SCF.

C. Development Funds
1. It is recommended that funds be provided to facilitate the imple

mentation of the area development plans. These funds could be
be provided in one of two ways, either directly to the villages 
to allow them to execute the portion of the plan which is in 
their immediate vicinity or to the area committee for carrying 
out the project. A third alternative would be to use a combin
ation of both, at the determination of the area committee with 
the approval of the SCF Director.

2. It is recommended that loans, grants, and grants-in-aid be pro
vided to the village committees on the basis of:
a) Community needs not covered by the various development plans
b) Percent of unemployment
c) Degree of underemployment

The village committees would be empowered to make loans and grants to 
individuals according to guidelines set by SCF.

D. Director's Reconstruction and Development Funds: In order to plan
and carry out the proposed program, the SCF Director will have to have a large 
Discretionary Fund to allow him to contract the needed specialists and techni
cians and to meet various contingencies. It is recommended that no guidelines 
be attached to this fund (other than general accounting).

It should be noted that no mention is made of sponsorships. The consul
tant recommends that the sponsorship program be curtailed for the duration of 
the program unless no additional villages are added. The sponsorship funds 
can be contributed to the general relief, reconstruction, and development 
funds and dispensed along with all the others. It is felt that, if sponsor
ship continues to be a basis for distribution of funds, Moslem villages with 
no sponsorship children will feel, rightly or wrongly, that they are being 
penalized because SCF has not worked the area's Moslem communities before.
With the suspicion between the communitites, it must appear that all are being 
given equal priority.
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VI. Schedule of Initial Operations

A proposed schedule of activities for initial operations is attached.
This schedule assumes that funds will be available for project operations in 
both the Christian and Moslem area of Upper Baalbeck as well as Hay es-Sullum.

VII. Expansion of Project to Other Areas
Unless other major funding sources are found, the consultant recommends 

that the project be limited to incorporating only the neighboring Moslem 
villages of the existing SCF program in the Upper Baalbeck region. The reasons 
are as follows:

1. The project areas of the Baalbeck region will soon be facing a major 
agro-economic disaster unless adequate resources are provided now.
The amounts already mentioned will be consumed quickly with the work 
plan already recommended. The water development project will be 
particularly expensive.

2. The existing staff is currently operating at peak level, and obtaining 
the additional staff necessary to ensure proper conduct of the pro
posed project will be time-consuming for recruitment, interviewing, 
and training. At this point, it would put an undue strain on the team 
to expand too much.

3. Adequate assistance to the Hay es-Sullum area will necessitate high 
expenditures for sites and services projects.

It is suggested, however, that, if adequate sources within the existing 
budget can be found, limited agricultural assistance be provided to communities 
such as el-Qaa that have lost their orchards, unless the Government of Lebanon 
or another voluntary agency moves to provide assistance.

VIII. Conclusions

To summarize what the recommended project is all about, three phrases 
adequately state the justification for the project. First, Disaster Mitigation. 
This recognizes the role the proposed project will have in stabilizing the 
effects of the current disaster and preventing it from becoming a long-term 
economic disaster. Second, Village Revitalization. At the present time, the 
villages are stagnant; the proposed project would provide much needed stimulus
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to get them moving again. And finally, Area Neutralization. At present, 
all the villages are isolated and suspicious of each other. The fighting 
that has occurred has been minimal and there is still time to get the villages 
co-operating with each other. By providing area-wide projects in agriculture 
and water resource development that require the co-operation of all the 
villages, SCF has the possibility of effectively neutralizing the area in the 
event of further outbreaks of fighting. Peace for the children of Upper 
Baalbeck would be the greatest contribution SCF could make.
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Appendix A-l

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION QUESTIONNAIRE ON 
STATUS OF CHILD AND HIS FAMILY

Code number _________________ Name of child and family ____________________

Does family reside at present at_______________________________________________

If no, where is the family living now? _______________________________________

Where is the family residing now? ____________________________________________

Where did they move to? __________________ ____________________________________

Does family wish to return to ___________________________________

Is the child still in school? ________________________________________________

If yes, give name of school where enrolled ____________________ Grade

If no, what is child doing now? ______________________________

Has family been affected by the civil war? __________________________ If yes:

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE
RFfETVE'n

NATURE OF 
"DAMAGE"

LIST FAMILY MEMBER(S)
AFFECTED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Is any one of you in need of medical care?

NATURE OF SERVICE OR 
ASSISTANCE RECEIVED AILMENT OR NEED WHO?

Has the house been affected/damaged? ______

If yes, describe fully the nature of the effects/damage

Have you made the necessary repairs? _______________

If not, what kind of repairs have you decided to carry out?

Is all your rent paid? ___________________

Is family in need of food comodities?____________________

If yes, list the items needed below:
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If yes:Is family in need of clothing?

SIZE,
IF POSSIBLE KIND OF CLOTHING NEEDED BY WHOM

SHOES

Does family need blankets and/or mattresses?

If yes, how many of each _______________________________

Occupation of breadwinner_____________________________

Location of his employment_________________________________

(Breadwinner includes all family members earning a wage.)

Was breadwinner(s) unemployed during the events? __________

If yes, specify date on which breadwinner became unemployed

Has breadwinner returned to his job after the events? _____

If no, what are the reasons ______________________________

Comments

Interviewer

Date
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Appendix A-2

QUESTIONAIRE FOR FARMERS

1. What is the status of your fields? ________

2. Will you be able to plant at the proper time?

3. Can you irrigate your fields at the same rate as before the fighting?

Yes ____ No ____ If not, why? ____ ___________________________________

4. Do you have the necessary seeds? Yes ______ No

5. If no, what types do you need? ________________________________________

6 . Quantity needed? ___________________________________

7. Can you buy them locally?

8 . How much will they cost? _______________ _______________________________

9. Do you have the necessary fertilizers? Yes No

If not, what types are needed? _____________

10. Quantity needed? __________________________________

11. Can you buy'/them locally? _________________________________________

12. How much will they cost?

13. Do you have the necessary tools for this year’s planting? Yes No

14. If not, what do you need? ___________________________________

15. Estimated cost ______________________________

16. If loans were to be available from SCF how much would you borrow?

17. When would you need to borrow (by what date)?
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Appendix A-3

QUESTIONAIRE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES 

What is the status of your business? ____________

How has the war affected your business?

Will you be able to return to normal by the end of 1977, without assistance?

If not, what type of assistance is needed?

If loans were available from SCF, how much would you borrow? 

Can SCF be of other help to you in improving your business?



Appendix B

SUGGESTED FORM FOR ESTIMATED REPAIRS TO 
DAMAGED STRUCTURES

NAME:
VILLAGE:

Roof:

1. Type of roof _______________________________________

2. Describe damage _________________________________

What is needed to repair the roof?

3. Wood (sizes) Estimated cost

4. Cement how much Estimated cost

5. Iron how much Estimated cost
6 . Other how much Estimated cost

7. Other how much Estimated cost

Walls:

8 . Type of walls (Ex. block, stone, etc.)

9. Describe damage

1 0 . What are the sizes of the longest holes?

1 1 . Are the corners damaged? Yes No

If yes, how much?

1 2 . What is needed to repair the walls:

1 2 . Stone how much Estimated Cost
13. Blocks how much Estimated Cost

14. Cement how much Estimated Cost

15. Iron how much Estimated Cost

t—1 Wood how much Estimated Cost

17. Other how much Estimated Cost
18. Other how much Estimated Cost
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Doors and windows:

19. Describe damage

What is needed to repair?
20. Glass how much size Est.Cost

2 1. Wood how much size Est.Cost

2 2. Locks how many Est.Cost

23. Other how many Est.Cost

Interior:
24. Was the interior set on fire? Yes No

What is needed to repair smoke damage?
25. Paint how much color Est.Cost

26. Abrasives how much Est.Cost

27. Detergents how much Est.Cost

Other problems not mentioned:

00CNJ What is needed to complete repairs, how much, and estimated cost:

For Staff • 
Comments:

Total Estimated Cost:

Priority 1____________ 2____________3
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LIST OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CONSULTANTS AND SPECIALISTS

1. Water Resource Development Planner:
To determine available water supplies; how to best develop them; and 
how to conserve and replenish water in this area.

2. Irrigation Engineer(s):
A. To restore pre-war supplies;
B. To implement and construct the water resource development plan;
C. To train local people in construction techniques.

3. Agricultural Development Planner:
A. To develop plan for long-term agro-economic development of Upper 

Baalbeck region;
B. To advise on crop selection for area.

4. Agricultural Extensionist(s):
A. To assist farmers in planting and management of fields;
B. To assist farmers in increasing yields;
C. To assure adequate interchange of ideas, problems, etc.

5. Civil Engineer:
A. To advise on road building programs;
B. To advise on potable water and sanitation projects.

6 . Building Contractor:
A. To advise on costs of repairing buildings;
B. To advise on purchasing materials, tools, etc.

7. Health Program Planner:
A. To develop preventative medicine program;
B. To advise on construction of health facilities.

8. Economic Development Specialist(s):
A. To assist in determining and setting up small businesses;
B. To assist in establishing co-ops.

Appendix C
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Appendix E

SCHEDULE OF INITIAL OPERATIONS 
TASK ASSIGNMENTS - Week 1

Dr. Karam

Issam, Samir 
Abdul Majid, 
and Hay Co-ord.

British Save 
the Children

Whole staff

Dr. Karam

Issam, Samir, 
M.A.C., and Hay

Whole Staff

- A. Interview possible staff
B. Interview possible consultants (Esp. 

water specialist)

- A. Prepare survey for villages
B. Organize survey teams at village level
C. Get contractors estimate on school repairs
D. Ask villages for tracing needs

- A. Prepare recommendations for health needs
B. Report on health status now (for AID grant)

- A. Review recommendations and comment
B. Get list of material costs
C. Get list of seed and fertilizer costs

Week 2

- A. Hire Moslem area co-ordinator for Upper
Baalbeck

B. Hire water specialist to estimate cost of 
water system repairs for villages

C. Continue interviewing staff

- A. Carry out survey of areas
B. Develop estimated budget for road, school, 

other capital projects
C. Begin working up loan/grant/grant-in-aid 

procedures and forms
D. Get cost estimates for repairing housing
E. Get estimates on amount/type of/need for 

seeds and fertilizers

- Review initial budget needs and obtain 
additional required data. 21



Week 3

Dr. Karam

Issam, Samir, 
M.A.C., and Hay

Whole Staff

Whole Staff

- A. Discuss initial budget with SCF re:
available funds

B. Determine options for additional areas
C. Form a area co-ordinating committee

(See recommendations )
(Begin by working on water settlements)

D. Start CIP program for Hay by hiring planner 
to prepare cost estimates

E. Review proposals with Board

- A. Review budgets with committees and make
necessary adjustments

B. Continue developing loan procedures and 
forms and review with committees

C. Assist consultants in making initial 
survey of each area.

D. Start getting cost estimates on repairing 
housing

Week 4

- A. Complete initial CIP for Hay
B. Prepare detailed reconstruction budget
C. Review with Board and CDF
D. Obtain commitments for initial funding
E. Issue emergency grants for agri-needs, 

assistance to small businesses in Hay

Week 5-6

- A. Begin loans and grants for reconstruction
needs (Baalbeck)

B. Begin detailed CIP for Hay
C. Initiate Hay technical assistance program
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Week 5 (Cont’d)

D. Issue initial CIP funds for Hay to start 
intermediate CIP (Clean-up repair, etc.)

Week 6

Whole Staff Review work and needs at week’s end and 
revise work schedule as necessary

•t
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Appendix F

SUGGESTED GUIDE FOR BUDGET ITEMS

I. Phase I Budget (Master Budget)
A. Personnel

1. Staff
a. Benefits and salary
b . Travel
c. Misc.

2. Consultants
a. Salary
b. Travel and Expenses

3. Part-time help (in office)
a. Salaries
b. Misc.

4. Vehicles
B . Surveys

1. Printing and reproduction
2. Additional Staff
3. Misc.

C. Tracing
1. Printing and reproduction
2. Legal fees

II. Phase II Budget
A. Capital Improvements/Repairs

1. Water System
a. Consultant
b. Contributor(s)
c. Labor
d. Materials
e. Loans
f. Grants
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2. Public Facilities Repair (Ex. Schools, Elect., etc.)
a. Contributor(s)
b. Materials
c. Labor
d. Loans
e. Grants

B . Agricultural Assistance
1. Loans

a . Type 1 loans
b. Type 2 loans
c. Type 3 loans

2. Materials
a . Seeds
b. Fertilizers
c. Equipment/tools

C. Housing Repairs
1. Loans
2. Grants
3. Materials

D. Economic Assistance (small business)
1. Loans
2. Grants

E. Additional Staff
F. Contingencies (Discretionary Funds)
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Ill. Phase III Budget
A. Water Resource Development Program

1. Consultant(s)
2. Contractor(s)
3. Materials
4. Labor
5. Loans
6 . Grants

B . Agricultural Development Assistant
1. Consultants
2. Materials/tools
3. Extentionists
4. Loans
5. Grants
6 . Misc. (Est. 157)

C. Capital Improvements Projects (roads, schools,
1. Contractors
2. Consultants
3. Materials
4. Tools/Equipment
5. Loans
6 . Grants
7. Misc. (Est. 207)

D . Economic Development Projects
1. Consultants
2. Loans
3. Grants

E . Additional Staff
F. Discretionary Funds

etc.)
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Appendix G

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS LIST

It is estimated that the following materials will be needed for repair 
of damaged structures. SCF can reduce the cost to villagers in two ways: 
by determining the total demand in these project areas and then purchasing 
in bulk at wholesale costs; and by purchasing, then selling at a subsidized 
price.

The most needed items will be:
1. Window-quality glass
2. Wooden beams for supporting roofs
3. Wood strips for door and window frames
4. Caulk for sealing windows

%

5. Cement for repairing walls
6 . Paint for interior walls
7. Abrasives for removing smoke damage

In repairing the schools and other public buildings, electrical cable 
and wiring will also be needed.
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Appendix H

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS

A. Hospital for region, to be built at Deir el-Ahmar

Deir el-Ahmar has stated that their number one priority is the 
construction of a hospital in the village. They have received $50,000 
U.S. dollars towards the hospital from contributors in Australia.
The villagers want to build it in a militarily safe area, outside the 
village, and make it a regional hospital with full services.

Pro comments:
1. The hospital would contribute to the feeling of security 

in the village.
2. It would provide health services to the village and 

neighboring villages (the hospital at Baalbeck is 10 kms. away).
3. It is the top priority of the village.
4. They have money already given for the project.

Con comments:
1. It would contribute to the isolation of the village and area.
2. A hospital per se is probably not justified by the service area.

Recommendation: A preventive health with outreach program would be
more effective. It should receive a moderate priority.
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o Appendix H - 2

Notes of Individual Projects

B. Repair of Damaged School at Deir el-Ahmar

The main school building has received considerable non-structural 
damage from both artillery, shelling and vandalism. Main cost items 
will be replacement of windows, repair of heating system, repair of 
plumbing, replacement of furnishings and supplies. Classes have re
sumed in another building.

Pro:
1. This repair project would provide work
2. This project would help get village life back to normal
3. Delays will increase cost of repair
4. The school employs 26 teachers plus others
5. It would get kids back to a formal learning environment and 

stimulate return to school.

Con:
No major comments

Recommendation: Project should receive a high priority in the
construction phase.
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Appendix H - 3

Notes on Individual Projects

C. Well Drilling Projects
All villages have indicated that more water for irrigation of crops 

is required. Most of the villages have been cut-off from previous 
supplies brought in by canal from mountain sources and therefore want 
to sink wells for subsurface supplies so that they will not be cut off 
again.

Pro:
1. Such wells, if sufficient subsurface water exists, would help 

ease the existing water shortages.
2. It would help to make the villages self-sufficient.
3. It might be more cost effective than developing new sources

in the mountains and bringing the water overland to the villages.

Con:
1. Well projects would contribute to isolation of villages-
2. Heavy subsurface water depletion might cause serious shortages 

to water supplies further south.
3. An extensive water recovery or replenishment project would have 

to be undertaken along with the drilling.

Recommendation: Well projects should not be undertaken unless:
1. Other water is not economically available;
2. Ground water supplies are deemed adequate-

It is recommended that the possibility of subsurface irrigation, 
especially in orchards, be thoroughly investigated.
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Appendix I

CUMULATIVE LIST OF NEEDS FOR ALL VILLAGES

1. Water

2. Employment for refugees

3. Employment for underemployed in village

4. Agricultural assistance - fertilizers, seeds, tools, credit
(

5. Agricultural extension services

6 . Health outreach

7. Roads to fields

8 . Roads to market

9. War damage repair

10. Community buildings

11. Education (various formal/non-formal)

12. Tracing of relatives/evacuees
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE HAY ES-SULLUM PROJECT AREA

I. Situation in the Area

A. With the exception of higher unemployment, the area has been virtually 
unaffected by the fighting. A brief examination of the community indicates that 
all the shops are open and functioning normally, that all existing utilities 
are functioning at the pre-war level, and, though limited, access to and from 
the area is possible. During the fighting, the population remained fairly 
stable, increasing and decreasing as fighting ebbed in adjacent areas. Due to 
its location at the boundary of the airport and somewhat distant from the Pales
tinian camps, it is unlikely that the area would be further affected should 
fighting resume.

B. The SCF-r>rganized committee in the area is functioning and active. 
Because the area was not physically affected, there has been little assistance 
from outside agencies and what little there has, has been in the form of relief 
commodities such as food and blankets. No other agency has plans for further 
activities in the Hay.

II. Project Needs and Priorities

A. Because the area was little affected, the needs and priorities of the 
area are essentially the same as they have always been. Despite the war, the 
urgency has not increased.

B. In an urbanized poor area, the biggest problem for the people is always 
jobs. The problem for the development agency is how to provide jobs and at the 
same time improve overall conditions in the area. If the agency provides a good 
job with good pay, the recipient more often than not moves out, leaving his 
place to be filled by another low-income family moving into the area. If the 
agency concentrates on upgrading the area with capital improvement or housing 
projects, the employment generated is only temporary and, unlike such projects 
in rural areas, they have little long-lasting effect on the neighborhood. How 
then does an agency "develop" an urbanized slum?

One way which has been relatively successful is what are called "sites 
and services" projects. In this approach, the capital improvement priorities 
of the residents are moulded into a long-term, labor intensive construction pro
gram prepared by the residents with technical assistance provided by the agency.
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Each project, as much as is feasible, is designed to provide limited 
on-going employment. All jobs are only for area residents. Money is provided 
in loans, grants, and/or grants-in-aid to a neighborhood committee to initiate 
the program. As the various improvements are installed, the recipients or 
users pay the committee a fee decided on by the community. The committee 
represents the community in any transactions with the municipality such as 
negotiating for usage fees, and paying the community’s utility bills. (By 
relieving the municipality of having to collect individual bills, the rates 
can be reduced.)

As the projects progress, the supporting agency works with the committee 
to identify neighborhood services that can be instituted and carried out by em
ploying residents who are then paid by the community. The agency also provides 
technical assistance in developing options for a range of small business enter
prises which could be set up in the neighborhood. Loans are made by the committee 
with preference to those working on the capital improvements. It is up to the 
committee whether or not to make loans to people who live in the neighborhood but 
wish to set up businesses elsewhere.

Ill. Organization of Assistance Program

The Hay es-Sullum project should be organized as suggested in Appendix D 
(Part 1). Technical assistance services should include:

A. Specialists in starting and operating small businesses;
B. Specialists in starting and operating co-ops;
C. A planner or engineer to assist in preparing the capital improvements 

development plan;
D. A specialist for training the committee in how to set up and manage 

the loans.

IV. Determination of Priorities

A. While all priorities are ultimately the decision of the neighborhood 
committee, the engineering sequences developed for the whole construction pro
gram must be taken into account. For example, the Hay es-Sullum committee has 
stated that roads are the number one priority with water third and sanitation 
7th. However, water and sewer lines must usually go under the roads, so in a 
development plan, engineering realities would put them first.
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B. A list of the committee1s priorities are as follows:
1. Improvement of the access and interior road system
2. Upgrading the electrical system
3. Improvement to the water system
4. Increased public health services
5. Vector control
6 . Schools, general improvement in facilities and curriculum
7. Extension of the sanitation system to all residents
8 . Employment opportunities
9. Small business loans

10. Technical education (preferably a small technical school)

V . Distribution of Funds

The organization of the funding would be identical to that for the rural 
areas.

VI. Schedule of Operations

A suggested schedule of operations to initiate the project is incorporated 
in Appendix E (Part 1).

VII. Expansion of Project to Other Areas

Several members of the neighborhood committee have urged SCF to expand the 
project into a nearby area that was heavily damaged by the fighting. There were 
approximately 2,000 families in the area before; there are only 200 now. All of 
the structures were multi-family, high-rise apartments and condominiums. All 
structures received substantial damage, with some damaged beyond repair.

At present, however, it is recommended that the area not be included in the 
Hay es-Sullum project for the following reasons:

A. Cost of repairs to structures.
B. The population is not currently stable; no way to determine future needs 

except for housing.
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C. Due to isolation of the area, it would be difficult to generate jobs; 
also area not really suitable for small businesses.

D. In the event of renewed fighting, area will be attacked again.

VIII. Justification

The spending of large sums of money in Hay es-Sullum will surely be 
questioned when there are so many extensively damaged communities elsewhere 
in Beirut. Even before the war, the area would not have been considered a 
high priority area. Yet a well balanced sites-and-services project could go 
far in promoting continued stability in the area by providing needed employment.
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LEBANON

BACKGROUND
A most revealing manifestation of the underlying pro

blems confronting Lebanon is the impossibility of securing 
reliable population data* The most common estimates are in 
the range of 3«35 million persons9 of whoa one million are 
Christian, one million are Muslim, 350,000 are Palestinians, 
and one million of unknown religious persuasion, are nationals 
living abroad* The last official census was taken under the 
French Mandate in 1932 and revealed a ratio of 6 Christians 
to 5 Muslims* Since this census tras formed the basis for 
governmental representation, which is according to religious 
affiliation, a later census has been avoided because any 
change in the original proportions could mean major long-term 
political adjustments*

The rough population estimates do reveal several of the 
most essential facts about Lebanon. The number of Christian 
and Muslim Lebanese citlsena is approximately equal. A very 
significant proportion of the population ia not living in 
Lebanon* At least ten percent of the resident population is 
not Lebanese at all; but rather Palestinians, for whom the 
only certain thing in life is uncertainty*
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*hat the statistics do not reveal is the suspicion and 
hostility that has grown up between the major groups in the 
society: Christian* Muslim* and Palestinian. Now the bewildering 
diversity even within the major religious communities: Roman 
Catholics* ttfaronites* Greek Catholics* Syrian Catholics, Ar
menian Catholics* Chaldeans* Greek Orthodox, Gregorians, Nes
tor ̂ans* uyrian Jacobites, Protestants of various denominations* 
Sunni Uuslims, Phi a Muslims and Druses. Xor the fact that 
the fragile structure knitting these groups together has un
raveled in the last two years* leaving thousands dead, the 
economy in shambles and the entire population shocked end 
embittered.

The story ot X^ebanon during the past two years needs no 
retelling. The mass media have shown the pitched battles in 
city, village and countryside using heavy artillery, tanks, 
rockets and bazookas. They have shown the ruined buildings, 
the dead and wounded, the rifle-toting children. They have 
reported that children have been brutalized to the point, 
that nn entire generation may have to paan before trust 
among people is again possible.

This is the point where the members o'* the Pave the 
hildren group of agencies can again join together to make 
a significant contribution. Save the Children/tJS has been 
at work in Lebanon for eighteen years. It has worked for 
the benefit of children of all backgrounds and religions
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throughout Lebanon. It has implemented a variety of 
different types of programs in response to Lebanon's changing 
needs, including Individual child sponsorships, scholarships, 
loans, community grants, and, most recently, high-impact in
tegrated community development. 3C /th’ believes that at this 
most critical turning point in Lebanon* 0 history the members 
of the Save the Children /lliance can make a significant con
tribution to the well-being of Lebanon and her children. 
thi-

The essence of the SO-P program would be to demonstrate 
a self-help approach to rehabilitation, reconstruction and 
development. preliminary on-the-scene survey reveals that 
the need for emergency relief is remarkably limited. Sssential 
transportation and communications networks are functioning. 
Stores throughout the country are open end heavily stocked. 
Almost everyone Is adequately, if temporarily, sheltered. 
Medical personnel report that the need is for public health 
rather than emergency medicine. Relief agencies pre hard 
put to identify significant emergency needs for food, shelter 
or health. Certain pockets do exist, but they are rapidly 
being ameliorated.

That physical conditions are os good os they are is 
a tribute to the resourcefulness and resiliency of the 
Lebanese people. It ia also a reflection of the more than 
one million Lebanese living abroad and tn© remittances they 
are forwarding to their relatives. Nevertheless, the relative 
hopefulness on the surface monks some extremely significant 
1 o n g -  t © " »  p ro b 1 o ms •
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The first is the need that the fragile cease-fire be 
maintained and that physical security continue. Any re
building of Lebanon is impossible without this, and at the 
moment the consensus i© that the outlook is very good. A 
second is the distrust that the war has created between 
Christians and Muslims. A third is that the essential 
structure of Lebanon's ongoing economy is in ruins. bout 
two-thirds of the Qroas National Product wns derived from 
banking, trade, tourism and the provision of regional head
quarters for foreign firms, and all of these activities 
have been brought to a virtual stand-still by the civil 
war. Finally, employment and income-generating opportunities 
for the bottom quarter of the population, which were bad 
enough before the fighting have been virtually wiped out as 
n result of the disruptions of the past months.

Many of the poor have scraped by during the past two 
years on meager savings, stored supplies end pooling 
resources. In many case© people are reaching the end of 
their resources. Ironically, the coming year could be 
marked by more suffering than the last one was unless small 
enterprise and small agriculture are gotten back on their 
feet. In VCF/U3 peri-urban Hay es-Sullum slum project 
for example, unemployment is 100 percent.

People are desperately anxious to work and unless they 
are given the opportunity to gain the income to purchase
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essentials daring the corning yesr, it is the children who 
v/ill suffer most. nd with hundreds of thousands of des
perate unemployed, chaos ie almost to envelop Leb non once
again* have t'e Children* s proposed program is designed 
to be an innovative, direct response to exactly these most 
ur'cmt problems, s program that could serve as n model for 
ell of Lebanon in meeting the needs of its most hard-pressed
people*
T d i S  P h O G H A M

The GCV program will demonstrate a community-oriental 
approach to relief, reconstruction, and development in two 
very different target areas: one in an urban slum made up 
of relatively recent migrants from the countryside (my es- 
lullumj; the other in n relate" group of approximately fifteen 
to twenty villages in the northwestern part of the T,ekka 
Valley, Lebanon's breadbasket (Upper Bap.lbeck) • The VIF 
program will also demonstrate the import nee of reconcilistion 
in rebuilding Lebanon* The program vill be conducted in 
areas that are both Chirstien and uslim; the dvisory hoard 
will be composed of both Christians and Muslims, the
staff will be made up of individuals of both major religious 
groups.

The Hay- ea—Lullum and Upper Baalbeck target arras each 
will involve a population of approximately 20,OCX), for n

*../



total or 40,000 people participating in the dCF program.
Both of these areas include some o f  the poorest peoole in 
all Lebanon, and both of then were scenes of fighting during 
the civil >var. GCF h^s had a modest program'in both arena 
for the past several years, and the vital infrestructure 
of people familiar \ it 1 organi sing comrcunity-based development 
activities already exists. Lore importantly, iCF and its 
staff are known and trusted in  these areas, « prerequisite 
at t h i n  time of disruption and suspicion.

r.1 u 1 a t i o n  i n 1 a y <i » -G  i l l

hoo dr i n  t in -» t  vo a r e a s

t h e v pro; r a m , an '■ t

Nonetheless, until this tine a o ? has worked vita only 
three villages in Upper Baalbeck and a minority of the po-

ifiy ets —nullur:. any other villages rnd neighbor— 
tvo areas have been asking to bo included in 
‘ain, end the oro osed Alliance project would, 

roc.-ond to thoir expressed need at thi« time of greatest 
urgency. In each nei 'hborhood in day 0 9-',ul lum and in each 
village in Upper haslbvck a represent stive ho disunity • lsnning 
0ot *.i t • - s i 11 bo formod a i th 3ubcomni 11oea to orrrani ze and 
implement Sjeciflc projects.

hh.nao committees nn * subcommittees v- ill work i th an 
experienced field coordinator as veil as benefit in from the 
specialized assistance of trained advisors in ho Ith/nutritior 
integrated pi running, and snail enterprise and agriculture.
All personnel ill be Lebanese nationals, balanced between 
the two religious groups, '"his team will be led by hr. dndri
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Kara®, for 18 years 3C?*» Director in Lebanon, graduate of 
tha American University of Beirut with a Fh,D, in Social 
Work from Columbia University, and ona of tha country* a most 
respected authoritiaa in tha fialda of child welfare and 
community development. This team can also count on tha support 
of SCF/U3 specialists in management, planning, emergency 
assistance, health nutrition, agriculture, small enterprise 
and economic development if necessary*

In both Upper Baalbeck and Hay ea-Sullum tha program will 
consist of four major sectors! 1 ) an emergency loan and

Lebanon Reconstruction Program:
Organization Chart

!Prograo Director!

(Accountant} |Secretary! Operations 
! I | Assistant

Senior Field! Senior
Field Coordina

Nutrition dvidor 
Coord, _______ QQU

Upper Baalbeck (POcomau- 
nitiea,20,000 people)

Neighborhood 
workers (4)

Hay es-Sullum
(4 neighborhoods
20,000 people)
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-graft prograa to M » t  tho pressing needs of children and families 
2) an amardency, curative and preventative health programfa 
formal and non-formsl educational program* and an employment 
program. Each sector will contain a preliminary phase focusing 
on short term rehabilitation needs during the next several 
months and a longer term reconstruction program designed to 
meet the pressing need to rebuild the shattered health, edu
cational and employment services for Lebanon's poor. The 
entire program will extend for a period of three years, from 
January 1977 until 31 December 1979*

Finally, Lave the Children proposes to sponsor two
conferences each year dealing with critical issues confronting 
Lebanon's children and poorest communities. The first confe-

scheduled for April 1977* would tentatively address the 
subject "The Effect of the Civil Var on Lebanon's ̂ hildren.^)
The second might address the subject of "ConnaunityTpp^ache*  ̂
to Child Welfare". This set of activities would address 
pressing issues and bring Lebanese of all persuasions together 
to examine the oommon problems within the context of the 
learning derived from Save the Children's innovative program.

The total coat of the three year program is US 1874,500.
It is hoped that each member of the Save the Children Family 
might be able to contribute $ 132,000 during the life of the 
programs 150,000 in 1977# 142,000 in 1978, and $40,000 in 1979.

o'
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SC.F/DS provide participating members In this Alliance program 
with detailed annual project plans in June of each year, in-depth 
program reports each January and July, and comprehensive financial 
reports on a nonthly basis* A preliminary sector outline and 
budget follow.
THE PHOJBCTS 
Revolving Loan Funds

Over the past several years, 3CF has providsd assistance 
in the forma of loans to families and communities who livs st such 
low levels of poverty and have no access to low-interest loans to 
buy seeds, fertilisers, livestock, tools or improve their land or 
atart/expand s.uall-scele income-generating enterprises.

This proposal will snsble the communities In the targst areas 
to establish, manage and control local community revolving loan 
funds which they do not have at the present time. loans may be 
given by the management committees in the form of cash or in kind 
(seeds, fertiliser, machinery, etc.) In the first phase they will 
be available to children and families for immediate relief. Later, 
they may be seasonal (repayment within one year) or for a longer 
term - generally up to three years. Repayment will be made to the 
local committee and records kept by the committee's treasurer.
The records will be reviewed by 8CF field co-ordinators and will 
be available for audits and inspections. SCF will provide expe
rienced personnel to train people in concepts, methods, operations 
and responsibilities involved. In this 80 F staff will promote 
government legislation and will guide these funds to develop into 
credit cooperatives that are adequately institutionalised at the 
local and national levels. 3CF will work closely with the Ministry 
of Co-operatives and Housing as well as with the GGL Office for 
Sooial Development. The 3CF loan fund development approach may 
be successfully replicated with future QOL/oomnunity funding in 
the various GCL/OSD-asslated rural development areas in the country. 
Neighborhood *or*.r.

The realisation of community development depends in subs
tantial part on improved decisions mads by the people them
selves and on the level of their participation In the development

.../
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process* This implies that the people are the instruments of 
development. In s "botto*-up" planning approach broad-based 
decision-making at the neighborhood is fundamsntal. Tor this 
purpose 4 neighborhoods have been delineated in peri-urban 
Hay *s-&ullu* which has an estimated population of 20,000#

the first year and two workera - one sale and one female per 
neighborhood in the second and third year) will be needed in 
Hay ea-dullum for broad-based decision making, house-to-house 
work, getting people Involved in planning and In carrying out 
projects, e.g., neighborhood self- surveys, olean-up and pest 
control campaigns, day cars center for young children in the 
neighborhood, etc# These workers will be recruited from the 
neighborhoods themselves, provided with necessary pre-service 
and in-service training especially In the community based 
integrated development approach, offered a modest salary o n 
full or part-time basis, and supervised by the neighborhood 
committee and the £CF Field Co-ordinator#

E m p l o y e ™* ( U r o

unemployment and underemployment levels and trends, ths dis
tribution of the labor fores by oocupation, the job potentials, 
the relevant formal and non-formal employment-oriented training, 
the viable Indigenous enterprises which promote self-reliance 
for low income people#

and Universities like Technoeerve, Inc# and the American Uni
versity of Beirut to help with sasll-eosle project identifica
tion and evaluation# During the first year $10,000 will fi
nance a series of feasibility studies for oement block and 
stons making, clothing manufacturing, food processing and 
marketing, livestock and poultry production and light manu
facturing# Funds will also be required for subsidizing ope-

Neighborhood workers (one worker per neighborhood in

surveys of target areas are needed to identify

Funds will be needed for consultants from such firms

• • •/
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ratIona during the following 2 yeare, There will be funds, 
largely in the fore of low-interest loans that people would 
be needing to supplement existing working capital. This loan 
aspect will be integrated with the envisaged community revolving 
loan funds. Funds will also be required for non-formal and 
formal job—oriented oouraes as needed.

Afflrlcftltural Reconstruction and Development
During the first year, an analysis of the agricultural 

production system of the target communities, especially ths 
Uppar Baalbeok rural villagaa, naads to ba undertaken. Such 
analysis ia conoaived of as a kay to the agricultural develop- 
ment of target areas.

Simultaneously, a feasibility study of ground water 
and tubs well drilling or developing the main "Ayoun Urquah" 
water spring located st the bottom of the Cedars mountain range 
from which some 15 villages would directly benefit would be 
attempted.

Consultants available in the country, from such sources 
as the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Water and Power 
Hesources, the School of Agriculture ef the American University 
of Beirut would be celled upon to help with the aforementioned 
analysis and feasibility study.

During this forat phaes there will also be lamedlate 
provision of nesdsd inputs, e.g., seeds, fertilisers, tools, 
machinery, credit, technical know-how. To help the email farmers 
in agricultural reconstruction and development timely competent 
agricultural extension services would be needed. In view of the 
dearth of GOL extension servicea in Upper Baalbeok, one of the 
objectives of this proposal la to provide the services of a 
qualified agriculturalist who will be assigned provisionally to 
the area until such time when the GOL would become in a position 
to actually fill such a void with one of its extension agents.

.../
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^urla« th. two subsequent 700x0 In tho Ilfs of tho 
project, intensive offort will bo devoted to tho proaotlon and 
organization of agricultural inatitutIona which do not axiat at 
tho present tine, e.g., farmers' associations, credit end Multi
purpose service co-operatiToe. In connection with this local 
institution building phase, 3 T will work closely with the newly 
created ministry of Cooperative* and Housing.

Thia proposal will make possible the needed continuation 
and further expansion of the community health center at perl- 
urban Hey es-3ullum plus three other elsilar health centers in 
rural Upper Baalbeck, specifically at the villages of Pair el- 
Ahear, Barqa and ^addam. In addition, it will become feasible to 
establish at least 2 other sub-centers in new communities which the 
project will out-reach and encompass. These health centere em
phasise prevention and in that respect are different from the 
conventional dispensary. The health centers ere focal points for 
the provision of minimal health services which benefit the largest 
possible number of the population at the smallest possible cost 
and include: (1 ) maternal and child health; (2) immunisation; (3) 
post for first aid; (4) treatment of common illness ; (5) referral 
system for chronically sick individuals and complex diagnostic 
problems; (6) environmental sanitation; (7 ) health/nutrition edu
cation (through schools and community groups); and (8) family 
planning.

Special attention will be given to the training of 
health auxiliary workers. A woman oo-ordlnator will work with 
all Upper Baalbeck villages, in sddition to physicians and para
medical personnel.Mati&ga

formal end mom-formal education will receive due 
attention and support. To the extent affsated, school buildings 
will be repaired end expanded where necessary with

.../
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feasible re llanos on local c ommit? participation in service 
and materiale. Community involvement in education will be 
assisted to provide needed sohool equipment and educational 
materials. Children mill be helped to the extent needed with 
school fees, school supplies - e.g. 9 notebooks, pencils, erasers - 
s textbook loan end rental scheme, school hags, uniforms, and 
spectacles. Community nursery schools, dsy care centers, li
braries, and sports fields will be maintained and developed. 
Special training activities will be designed and oarried out 
for the up-grading of teachers.

As mentioned above in the employment generation and 
agricultural reconstruction and development sections* a variety 
of non-foraal job oriented training courses will be organised, 
including courses in agriculture, trades, home economics* sewing* 
hygiene and email scale enterprise. Relevant eduoeticn consul
tant services* both Lebanese end American will be resorted to. 
Aorld iSduoation and the University in Lebanon would constitute 
potential sources.

o
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I • Pro ,j ect Summary
The following "Proposal for a Program of Agricultural Rehabilita
tion through Co-operative Development in Rural Lebanon” is hereby 
submitted to the United States Agency for International Development 
in support of a request for a part of the funds allocated for re
lief and rehabilitation efforts in Lebanon. A total of SI,500,000 
is needed to carry out the proposed program during a twelve-month 
period which will begin as soon as possible after April 1 , 1977.

In this proposal, agricultural rehabilitation will include all 
measures designed to help restore the economic conditions and 
levels of income which prevailed in rural areas before the out
break of hostilities. This is seen as a prerequisite to further 
progress in all aspects of an integrated rural development program. 
SCF/CDF believes that it can help to develop an approach which 
will not only provide a vehicle for the rehabilitation of the ag
ricultural sector, out will also provide a necessary link between 
strategies for dealing with the short-term relief and the longer- 
term development needs of rural Lebanon. In doing so, it will 
help the Government of Lebanon to create a model which can be 
replicated in all parts of the country which have similar needs 
for relief, rehabilitation and development.

The requested financial support will enable the Save the Children 
Federation/Community Development Foundation to intensify its agri
cultural rehabilitation activities in the Bekaa Valley and to ex
tend them into additional areas, the final selection of which will 
remain in the hands of officials delegated by the Government of 
Lebanon. This grant will make it possible for SCF/CDF to make a 
more effective use of its own limited funds and those of collabor
ating agencies within the Save the Children Alliance, and also to 
establish an effective working relationship with the Ministry of 
Housing and Co-operatives, the agency most directly involved in 
the encouragement of agricultural and multipurpose cooperatives.



Project Background
A* The SCF/CDF Program in Lebanon
The executing agency for this grant will be the Save the Children 
Federation (SCF) of Westport, Connecticut, an ogranization which 
has the same Board of Directors and staff as the separately incor
porated Community Development Foundation (CDF), The SCF/CDF Field 
Director in Lebanon, Dr, Andre Karam, will be responsible for all 
aspects of program administration, including any additional com
mitments which this proposal may entail. Dr. Karam is a graduate 
of the American University of Beirut, the University of Michigan, 
and Columbia University, where he received the degree of Doctor of 
Social Welfare. The permanent staff of the Beirut office consists 
of highly qualified community development specialists, balanced in 
composition between the various religious groups of the country.

The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
has been working in Lebanon since 1957. During these twenty years 
it has operated programs in all parts of the country, for the ben
efit of children and communities of all social and religious back
grounds. It has acquired in-depth experience with a wide range of 
approaches to emergency relief, post-war rehabilitation, and long
term development, as it has carried out a variety of programs in 
response to Lebanon’s changing needs, including child sponsorships, 
scholarships, revolving loan funds and integrated rural development.

In 1972 the High Impact Program was formally adopted as a means of 
increasing program effectiveness through the geographical concen
tration: of activitiesand?through-;improved-methods?6f pianningiand 
evaluation, accounting and reporting. SCF/CDF is presently con
centrating its efforts on two "high impact” areas, one in the peri
urban community of Hay es-Sullum, and another in a cluster of com
munities located northwest of Baalbeck. In recent years SCF/CDF 
has worked predominantly in three villages of the "Upper Baalbeck" 
area: Barqa, Qaddam and Deir el-Ahmar. Since the reactivation of
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its programs in November 1976, shortly after the cessation of hos
tilities, the program has expanded to include five more villages: 
Bechouat, Chaat, Knaisse, Nabha and Yamoune. Many other villages 
in the Upper Baalbeck area have also asked to be included in the 
program, and the SCF/CDF staff is making plans to assist them in 
the context of a regional development program that is closely in
tegrated with available government services*

The setting up of community planning committees plays a central 
role in the SCF/CDF program. These committees are responsible for 
helping each community to identify its needs, select and design 
priority development projects, and generate maximum local support 
for the realization of these projects* In each community various 
sub-committees have also been set up to help in the administration 
of projects which are of particular local concern. A major objec
tive of the program has been to encourage maximum participation, 
both in committee meetings and in the range of common activities*

The community committees and sub—committees work with an experi
enced Field Co-ordinator assigned to each impact area. The Field 
Co-ordinator seeks to establish a genuine partnership with these 
committees, based on the recognition that each has its correspond
ing tasks; whereas the community committees are responsible for 
identifying community needs and resources, the Field Co-ordinator 
must assure that project funds administered by SCF/CDF are well 
used in helping the community to achieve its priorities.

The Field Co-ordinators are selected by, receive their assignments 
from, and report directly to the Field Director, with whom they 
share responsibility for all aspects of the SCF/CDF program that 
is carried out within their particular impact area. The eventual 
goal of the SCF/CDF staff is to enable the community itself to 
assume their responsibilities, as it becomes increasingly able to 
make and carry out its own collective decisions.
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The Present Situation in Rural Lebanon 
One presently finds in almost all parts of the country a surpris
ing degree of hope and national self-confidence. Most essential 
services have been restored, most local shops and businesses have 
reopened, and most people have already been able to return to 
their homes and families. The fact that social and economic con
ditions are now as good as they are is a great tribute to the re
silience and resourcefulness of the Lebanese people.

The return to relative prosperity is also due in no small part to 
the many donor organizations which have responded to Lebanon*s 
critical need for relief supplies and services. Massive shipments 
of food, clothing and other commodities have by now satisfied most 
relief requirements. Funds have been pledged for the reconstruct
ion of the more heavily damaged areas, including the commercial * 
center and the port of Beirut. Economic reconstruction loans and 
grants should play a major role in revitalizing industry.

These positive developments can nevertheless mask a lack of atten
tion to some very improtant problems, especially in rural areas. 
Although the fighting has nearly come to an end, and some estimate 
can be made of the amount of physical destruction and loss of life, 
the full effects of the civil war may not be realized for years to 
come. As important as are relief and reconstruction programs, and 
the return of international business confidence, attention must 
also be paid to agricultural rehabilitation. Failure to do so may 
result in a longer-term and even more serious crisis.

Many elements enter into this potentially critical situation. The 
people in many rural areas have survived the "events" by resorting 
to previously acquired savings, stored food supplies, pooled re
sources, and the generosity of kinsmen. Many local farmers and 
businessmen therefore no longer have the capital needed to purchase 
agricultural inputs, raw materials or machinery and equipment.
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Others find that they no longer have access to their usual source 
of water or supply of agricultural labor. Unless problems such 
as these are resolved, a considerable decrease in agricultural 
production, and a corresponding drop in rural incomes will inevi
tably result. This in turn would cause a much reduced rate of 
economic recovery, accompanied by greater poverty, rural unemploy
ment and rural-urban migration than is presently the case.

These diverse elements can be grouped into four types of problems 
which require immediate attention: (1) lack of physical and econ
omic security;- (2) lack of agricultural credit and extension serv
ices;: (3) the need for infrastructure improvements; and (4) the 
need to integrate rural areas into the national economy. A much 
larger category of needed social services, such as in health and 
education, will also be part of a comprehensive rural rehabilita
tion .and development plan, but is addressed in another context.

(1) The restoration of physical and economic security is the first 
priority. Even where the amount of physical destruction has 
been limited, the psychological effects of the war and the re
maining threats to physical security have resulted in lower 
output expectations, either because farmers are wary of going 
out to their fields or because they are not certain that their 
later needs for water, credit or market outlets will be satis
fied. &  related need is for the distrust between villagers of 
different religious and political persuasions to be dissipated, 
and for them to relate more closely to each other on such mat
ters of common interest as a regional policy for water use.

(2) Agricultural credit and extension services:- There is an imme
diate need for credit to be provided for the purchase of irri
gation pumps and for the repair of irrigation canals, lest the 
farmers decide not to make the needed investments in fruit and 
vegetable crops which will later be dependent upon the supply
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of water. Even if farmers do want to make an investment in 
tools, seeds, fertilizers and other inputs, they are in many 
cases unable to obtain them, because of a breakdown in supply, 
or to afford them, because of a shortage of available credit*
A related problem is that many farmers have in past years re
ceived their income from perennial crops, such as from apple 
or apricot trees, many of which have been destroyed. Others 
earned their income from livestock and poultry, and many ani
mals have been lost during the events of the last two years. 
Since tree crops and animal production in particular require 
investments over a several year period before yielding a pro
fit, a sufficient amount of credit should be extended to far
mers who wish to re-establish themselves in these activities.

(3) Bural infrastructure improvements: Wells, water pumps and.ir
rigation canals which have been destroyed or rendered useless 
should be repaired, with attention then directed to water re
source projects which may take a longer time to plan and exe
cute. In some areas, residences, animal shelters and storage 
facilities must be replaced before attention can be concen
trated upon increasing production. In other areas repairs are 
needed in roads which provide access to fields and markets. -

(4) Rural economic integration; An influx of refugees from else
where in Lebanon has counteracted efforts in many areas to at
tain full employment and self-sufficiency. Ironically, there 
is a labor shortage in other areas, as the usual supply of sea
sonal workers has mot been forthcoming. In addition to such 
mismatches in the labor market, there are also problems in the 
product market, as many farmers have become isolated from their 
usual input suppliers and market outlets. Many efforts must 
therefore be made to increase the effective mobility of labor, 
capital, and agriculturally related products, so as to provide 
the needed employment, credit and marketing opportunities.
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C- The SCF/CDF Approach to Agricultural Rehabilitation 
The present; challenge facing "the SCF/CDF program in Lebanon is to 

its self-help approach to the critical need for agricultural 
rehabilitation and co-operative development. At the present time 
the needed food, clothing, and medicines have largely been provid
ed, although problems of distribution remain. Essential transport
ation, marketing and communication networks are functioning. The 
most important remaining need therefore is to raise rural incomes 
and to restore production levels in the agriculture sector, which 
employs over half of the country*s labor force.

The first priority activity will be that of providing agricultural 
inputs, technical assistance and other extension services to farm
ers who need them to sustain a high level of production in the com
ing year. Credit will be provided for all types of economic acti
vities which are in immediate need of capital investment, including 
those infrastructure development projects capable of rapidly in
creasing the amount of agricultural production and the financial 
return on such production. These would include water resource oro— 
jects, land reclamatioh and reforestation, and construction of ag
riculturally-related buildings and roads. Efforts will also be 
made to encourage the formation and continued operation of small- 
scale industries and consumer, producer or marketing co-operatives.

Although the primary purpose of SCF/CDF*s agricultural rehabilita
tion activities is to provide an immediate increase in rural income 
and employment levels, many of these projects will be undertaken 
even if their income-producing and employment-generating effects 
take longer to achieve, the final standard of comparison being a 
long-term cost-benefit analysis. Other criteria for choice will 
be the extent to which low-income people benefit from proposed pro
jects, the borrower’s willingness to make correspohding inputs of 
labor and capital, and the borrower's willingness to pay the money 
back according to a mutually agreed-upon schedule.
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It should be re-emphasized that health, education and cultural ac
tivities, including those which are oriented to the special needs 
of women and children, have not been relegated to a position of 
secondary importance. Agriculture and related activities assume a 
temporarily higher priority only because they are considered pre
requisites to progress in other programming sectors. A large part 
of the funds available to 3CF/CDF and the Save the Children Alli
ance in general will be used to satisfy other needs related to its 
primary goals of improved child welfare and community development. 
In addition, a large part of the loan repayments will be made im
mediately available for whatever types of projects are selected by 
the communities involved. SCF/CDF will assist community planning 
committees in selected impact areas in long-term planning which 
will deal with all aspects of integrated rural development during 
the post-disaster phase. Agricultural rehabilitation can thus be
come the means by which a comprehensive social and economic devel
opment program gets its start in new areas.

SCF/CDF will plan and implement all projects in such a way as to 
maximize the effective use of available financial resources, in
cluding local donations, savings deposits and investments, as well 
as loans from other credit institutions. In particular, loan re
payments resulting from the proposed program will assist communi
ties in target areas to set up and manage revolving loan funds 
similar to those which SCF/CDF has successfully established in .all 
parts Lebanon during the past twenty years. This‘approach^will 
also take advantage of the demonstrated ability of local people to 
participate actively in their own development, making substantial 
contributions of cash, labor, land and materials.

The revolving loan fund management committee may extend loans in 
cash or in kind (seeds, fertilizers, machinery, etc.), on either 
a seasonal or longer term basis, to any individual, family or co
operative organization which has no other source of credit. The
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loan repayments wij.1 be made to tbe local committee, with, records 
kept by the committee treasurer. A small interest rate is to be 
charged, sufficient to compensate for the anticipated rate of de
fault, losses due to inflation, and at least part of the total ad
ministrative costs, as well as to provide, if possible, a gradual 
increase in the amount of working capital. In this way, the re
volving loan fund provided for agricultural rehabilitation can be 
made available to the community for an indefinite period of time.

The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
staff which has administered this loan program in past years will 
also be responsible for it during the proposed agricultural rehab
ilitation program. Hecords of the revolving loan fund management 
committee will be reviewed regularly by the Field Co-ordinator and 
will be kept available for audits and inspections. SCF/CDF will 
provide experienced personnel to train community people in the 
concepts, operations and responsibilities involved. The Lebanon 
field office can also count on the support of home office staff i 
specialists as they are needed in planning and evaluation, applied 
research, training, emergency assistance, agriculture, small en
terprise and appropriate technology development.

Another source of management expertise will come from the close 
involvement of government agencies, in particular the Ministry of 
Housing and Co-operatives. With their help, and with the help of 
the requested grant from the U. S. Agency for International Devel
opment, SCF/CDF will be able to extend its activities into new ar
eas throughout Lebanon. The SCF/CDF staff has decided to broaden 
the geographic range of its activities' at this time in order to 
meet more of the country's immediate needs for agricultural rehab
ilitation, to demonstrate its approach in a greater variety of so
cial and economic environments, and to establish a closer working 
relationship with the government agencies responsible for encour- 
aging and assisting agricultural and multipurpose co-operatives.
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lXX. Project Analysis
A. Agricultural Rehabilitation Activities
Ttie first part of this section describes the agricultural rehabil
itation activities which would be made possible through the funds 
requested of the Agency for International Development. The second 
part deals with the other components of the anticipated integrated 
rural development program, and with the procedures that the SCF/CDF 
staff will adopt in order to bring about the institutionalization 
of its program at local, regional and national levels.

What the various agricultural rehabilitation activities have in 
common is the use of revolving loans, technical assistance and ap
proaches to community and co-operative organization which will re
store prewar levels of agricultural production. What they also c 
have in common is that they will make a major although indirect con- 
tribation uo (1) the restoration of physical and economic security, 
and will directly address the problems of (2) agricultural credit 
and extension services, (3) rural infrastructure improvements, and 
(A) rural economic integration.

(2) Agricultural Credit and Extension Services 
Where irrigation canals and pipes are still in place, although 
in a damaged state, loans should be made available as soon as 
possible for their repair. Similarly, where water pumps and 
other equipment has been lost or destroyed, loans should be 
provided where needed for their repurchase. For instance, a 
preliminary survey of the Hekaa Valley showed that at least 
sixty motor pumps had been destroyed during the fighting.-Al
though such equipment is relatively expensive, it can promptly 
be obtained and installed, can be of immediate productive use, 
and is likely to pay for itself in just a few years’ time.

Where the use of water resources requires co-operation between 
neighboring villages, SCF/CDF can help set up a water resources
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committee, composed of representatives from all the villages 
involved, in order to resolve any differences which may arise 
over water rights. These committees will help in planning for 
the efficient, fair use of water from both present and future 
sources• In many areas, water—conserving practices such as 
the lining of canals and the substitution of pipes for open 
channels can be introduced with the help of such committees.

A. more productive use of irrigated land can also be encouraged* 
Because of uncertainty over the supply of water, land which 
has in other years been planted in high-yielding fruit and veg
etable crops has been planted in less profitable but more reli
able dry land crops. In some areas this has even brought about 
a reversion to hashish production, since that crop does not 
necessarily require irrigation to be profitably raised.

The destruction of fruit trees may represent an even more ser
ious loss, since fruits hold first place among crops by value, 
contributing more than half of total farm revenue and the bulk 
of the agricultural export volume. During the events many of 
the apple, apricot and other fruit trees were destroyed due to 
cutoffs in the water supply, lack of proper care, and insect 
infestation. It also seems that fewer trees were planted dur
ing this time. Since it takes as long as five years for many 
commercially productive trees to bear fruit, longer-term loans 
may be needed to encourage the appropriate investments.

Most agricultural products in Lebanon will continue to come 
^roin ^-on-irrigated land, including such annual crops as wheat, 
barley, beans, chickpeas, lentils, sunflower seeds, and local 
varieties of cucumbers and melons. Production of many of these 
crops has also declined considerably;- the marketed quantities 
of wheat, for example, dropped from 64,000 tons in 1974 to
15,000 tons in 1975, according to the attached Document C.
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In many of these non-irrigated areas, there is an immediate 
need for credit to be provided for seeds and fertilizers, as 
well as for agricultural implements such as grain drills, 
planters, sprayers and manure spreaders. For all of these in
puts there is a demand that is not filled because of the re
luctance of suppliers and small merchants to extend credit to 
farmers in this uncertain year. In order to assure that the 
most effective use is made of its loans, SCF/GDF and the Min
istry of Housing and Co-operatives will provide adequate tech
nical assistance for demonstration and training purposes.

Livestock and poultry production was inadequate to meet domes
tic demand even before the war, during which many animals were 
killed or stolen. It is estimated that 65% of the country*s 
swine, 50% of its cattle (including 80% of selected breeds)^ 4-0% 
of its sheepy and 30% of its horses have been lost. There is 
nevertheless a great demand for meat and milk products, and 
there are many interventions of proven value which can be made, 
especially in the raising of dairy cattle. There is an urgent 
need to restore poultry production, especially in the Z’ahle ar
ea, where it was a major export industry before the war, during 
which over 90% of the country's chickens were lost. If techni
cal assistance and the appropriate inputs are made available, 
many rural persons could make immediate use of credit for the 
purchase of poultry and small animals, vaccines and feeds.

(3) Bural Infrastructure Improvements
iilmost all of the villages that have been surveyed indicated a 
need for water resource development. In some instances, where 
a well has been destroyed, or where for other reasons it seems 
certain that a well would be a profitable or cost-beneficial 
investment, digging or drilling can be started as soon as time 
can be taken from other agricultural activities. Many poten
tially exploitable springs are known to exist in Lebanon, such
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as the "Aryoun Urqush" near Faalbeck, from which 15 villages 
would directly benefit. Feasibility studies will be made in 
order to determine the possibilities of developing ground wa
ter resources such as these in collaboration with government 

international agencies which have been given primary re
sponsibility for developing the country's water resources.

Prior research will be undertaken wherever possible to estab
lish that the means used in developing water resources are the 
most cost-effective and environmentally sound, making use of 
the most appropriate technology. The SCF/CDF staff and local 
committees will help to design a co-ordinated plan for devel
oping both surface and subsurface water resources in each wa
tershed area where projects are to be undertaken. Considera
tion must be given, for example, to the problem of water de
pletion;: before any sub-surface water is tapped, the effects 
of withdrawing ŵ rfcer are to be examined for the possibility 
that water resources in other areas will be reduced.

Although reclamation and reforestation activities would seem 
to take lower priority in times of emergency, there is never
theless a continuing need to help farmers finance the cost of 
land improvements. The estimated cost of reclaiming and ir— 

a single acre of land has been officially estimated 
to be around $2000, thus placing it beyond the means of most 
small farmers. During the first year of the program, only 
those areas which have been damaged in the war or for other 
reasons are deemed capable of being restored relatively quick
ly to a productive state will be considered for credit. In 
succeeding years, however, as higher-priority needs are met, 
much greater efforts can be made in land reclamation and re
forestation. All such activities will be carried out in full 
collaboration with the "Green Plan", a semi-autonomous agency 
responsible to the Ministry of Agriculture.



Where there are further needs for the reconstruction of hous
ing for farm families, shelter for animals, sheds for tools 
and equipment, or other agricultural facilities, SCF/CDF will 
he able to provide assistance in the form of loans and/or sub
sidized building materials# Although a brief survey in Upper 
Baalbeck showed there to be little structural damage to homes, 
many houses were found to need new roofs, cement to repair 
holes in the walls, paint or abrasives to remove smoke damage 
and glass to repair broken windows# Xn other rural areas, as 
in Zanle, there has been substantial damage to housing and to 
public buildings such as schools and clinics. The SCF/CDF 
staff in each area will help those agencies which have been 
assigned responsibility for housing reconstruction, and will 
help individuals and communities to obtain funds through those 
agencies for needed repairs and improvements. To the extent 
uhat funds made available by other government or private agen
cies are not sufficient for these purposes, SCF/CDF will in
stitute an appropriate program of loans and grants in aid.
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Assistance will also be provided for constructing rural roads 
and bridges which are needed for the transport of agricultural 
inputs to farmers and agricultural produce to market outlets. 
These activities will be undertaken initially in those areas 
where there is high unemployment, and during the times of the 
year when there tends to be underemployment of labor. The 
SCF/CDF staff can help in estimating the costs and benefits of 
requested road projects, in securing technical assistance, ma
terials and equipment at low cost, and in granting or securing 
loans for projects which have been shown to be cost-effective.

(4) Rural Economic Integration
The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Founds- 
ation will also explore ways of assisting small businesses in 
rural areas to re-establish themselves at their previous level
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of activity. Priority will be given to industries which make 
use of agricultural products, such as those which prepare beet 
sugar, tomato paste, pickles, dried apricots and various kinds 
of fruit preserves. Many villagers in the surveyed areas of 
the Bekaa also have indicated a desire to establish handicraft 
or artisan groups. Another type of small-scale rural industry 
that will come under consideration is cement block and stone 
making, as well as cloth weaving and clothes making. SCF/CDF 
can help in identifying and evaluating these and other possi
bilities, and in extending credit in the amounts needed to 
encourage the initiation of some of the more promising ventures.

Most of the impetus for agricultural rehabilitation will be lost 
if farmers do not receive a fair return on their investment of 
labor and capital. It remains true, however, that most of the 
profit from the marketing of agricultural produce accrues to 
the wholesale and retail merchants rather than to the farmer.
In order to overcome this tendency, funds can be loaned for the 
purchase of vehicles to be used in transporting goods directly 
to market , and for the purchase of storage and regrigeration 
facilities that can be used to hold goods locally, until the 
most advantageous time for their resale.

In carrying out many of the above activities, and in the ad
ministration of funds allocated for them, the most appropriate 
institutional mechanism must be found. Officials of the Gen
eral-Directorate of Co-operatives, the National Union of Credit 
Co-operatives, and SCF/CDF have worked out a way to meet pre
sent rehabilitation needs through the formation and encourage
ment of agricultural and multipurpose co-operatives. This 
approach will be described in greater detail in the following 
pages, which deal with the integration of project activities 
and their institutionalization within the appropriate local 
and national organizations♦
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O ®• Integration and Institutionalization of Activities 
The presently proposed program is primarily focused an short
term, emergency-related activities* The Save the Children Fed- 
eration/Community development Foundation nevertheless intends to 
administer its program in such a way as to bring about institu
tionalized change as well. For this reason the SCF/CDF staff' 
attaches great importance to working closely with both national 
and community level organizations, and seeks to establish a more 
effective link between the two• SCF/CDF will involve government 
agencies closely in the present program in order to create a 
good working relationship for continuing collaboration.

The SCF/CDF-Lebanon staff will work most directly with the Min
istry of Housing and Co-operatives, and in particular with the 
Directorate-General of Co-operatives and the National Union of 
Credit Co-operatives (1*Union Nationale pour le Credit Co-oper- 
atif). The UNCC is an autonomous body whose board is elected 
by representatives of the member co-operatives, and which repre
sents all registered co-operatives in their dealings with other 
government agencies, private organizations and the public. It 
slso provides its member organizations with technical assistance, 
supervision and training in co-operative principles.

The Ministry of Agriculture will also play an important role in 
the setting of general agricultural policy, especially through 
autonomous government agencies such as Agricultural Extension 
and the Green Plan. The SCF/CDF program will also have a com
plementary relationship with the Agricultural, Industrial and 
Heal Estate Credit Bank, another autonomous body set up under 
the authority of the Ministry of Agriculture. Since the amount 
of the Credit Bank's loanable funds are far below what is need
ed, there is a mutually recognized need for the type of credit 
the SCF/CDF program can provide to small farmers who have little 
collateral to offer and no previously established credit record.
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Several other ministries are likely to "become involved in the 
SCF/CDF program at some point. The staff of the Rural Develop
ment Division of the Office for Social Development of the Min
istry of Labor and Social Affairs has many services to offer to 
co-operative societies. The Ministry of Interior could also be 
called upon to grant legal standing (and, with it, for example, 
the right to borrow and loan money) to community committees that 
are not co-operatives, since the latter can generally obtain 
their licenses from the Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives. 
The Ministries of Health and Education, among others, will be
come more actively involved to the extent that community,commit
tees select projects in their respective fields of activity.

SCF/CDF, the General Directorate of Go-operatives, and the Na
tional Union of Credit Go-operatives intend to set up a "joint 
commission”, consisting of representatives from each of these 
three agencies, meeting to formulate recommendations concerning 
terms of credit, criteria for reviewing credit applications, 
policies toward default, etc. No decisions concerning policy 
will be made without the agreement of the General Director of 
Co-operatives, just as no decision concerning the actual dispos
ition of funds administered by SGF/CDF will be made without the 
latter’s concurrence. The joint commission is presently in the 
process of drawing up a detailed protocol which will recommend, 
for example, the maximum rate of interest to be charged and the 
maximum amount of the loan. It is understood, however, that the 
joint commission does not in itself set policy, except within 
the guidelines of existing laws and recommendations.

The three-member joint commission will deal separately with two 
types of loan applications, those from registered co-operatives, 
and those from individuals and groups which have not been formed 
into co-operatives. The National Union of Credit Co-operatives

"the vehicle for making loans to registered co-operatives;
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un&erithis plan, the agreed-upon sums of money will be granted by 
SCF/CDF to the UNCC, which will in turn grant funds to individual 
co-operatives which have been selected by the joint commission.
In this way, credit can quickly be placed in the hands of members 
of registered co-operatives. The returns on these loans will re
main with the individual co-operatives as an incentive to repay
ment and as a permanent increase in their working capital.

In addition to the loans which pass through the UNCC, a less for
mal channel will be established by the joint commission for those 
farmers who for whatever reason have not formed themselves into 
^^"*®F®ratives • Since less than 20% of Lebanon's farmers have 
joined co-operatives, and since many of the most needy are not yet 
ready to join one, there is good reason to complement the formal 
system. The joint commission may eventually be able to work out 
a common policy toward assisting both community organizations and 
multipurpose co-operatives, since both have a similar structure 
and the same goal, that of helping people organize themselves to 
further their common interests.

The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
has had a long and successful record of providing credit outside 
of formal structures and can directly administer loans in areas 
where it has adequate staffing capability. It can work with un
organized farmers as individuals, small groups or community com
mittees, in whatever way may best accomplish the immediate goals 

&S^*iculture rehabilitation. Once these needs have been met, 
the idea of a co-operative can again be raised in the context of 
planning for specific projects. For example, the owners of the 
sixty irrigation pumps needed in the Bekaa Valley might set up a 
co-operative for the maintenance and repair of this machinery.
In general, SCF/CDF can use training, incentives and the many les
sons of experience to encourage small farmers to form the types 
of organizations most appropriate to their needs.

%
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Although loan repayments will provide most of the community's funds 
for agriculturally-related projects after ihe first year, there will 
nevertheless be a continuing need for experienced and technically 
qualified staff to help in the supervision of credit and other act
ivities, This will be the primary role of SCF/CDF and the Save the 
Children Alliance, which will pay many of the administrative ex
penses after the first year, in addition to contributing direct aid 
in the first year for program activities other than those which are 
related to agriculture rehabilitation

SCF/CDF will organize community committees as a means of implement
ing present project activities and of planning and preparing for 
future development efforts. Community committees will become in
creasingly able to manage their own accumulated working capital, 
derived largely from the return on loans, reinvested profits and 
local donations. After the first year, SCF/CDF-administered pro-1- 
Ject moneys can be used for a much wider range of activities, fo
cusing more particularly on those which are of direct benefit to 
children. Community or co-operative organizations could, for ex
ample, decide to put a percentage of their working capital into a 
fund for educational activities. This is an important step, since 
these groups must eventually take charge of planning, implementing 
and funding all aspects of community development projects.

The role that SCF/CDF will play in assisting each local committee 
that it helps to set up will gradually be phased out, as these or
ganizations become increasingly self-reliant *and financially self- 
sufficient. The General Directorate of Co-operatives will, on the 
other hand, play a continuing role in setting up new co-operatives, 
as will the National Union of Credit Co-operatives in representing 
and serving these co-operatives once they have been established. 
SCF/CDF will do all it can to help such agencies work out an ap
proach that will successfully attract more small farmers into the 
appropriate form of agricultural and multipurpose co-operative.
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IV. Project Implementation
The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation, 
acting through its Field Director in Beirut, Dr. Andre Karam, will 
he responsible to USAID for implementing this program. SCF/CDF 
will endeavor to provide or secure all of the necessary inputs and 
to co-ordinate the activities of the other government and private 
organizations which will be involved. In particular, SCF/CDF will 
administer or co-ordinate the financial and other inputs of the 
various member agencies of the Save the Children Alliance, includ
ing the Canadian Save the Children Fund, Red Barnet (Denmark),
Redd Barna (Norway) and the Save the Children Fund (United Kingdom).

The SCF/CDi? staff in Beirut is prepared to begin carrying out the 
program herein described as of April 1, 1977* and is prepared to 
expend funds on the more urgently needed project activities imme
diately upon receiving notice that its proposal has been approved. 
Many of the necessary field staff members are already part of the 
local SCF/CDF staff, and the other needed positions can be filled 
promptly in the event of USAID funding. The SCF/CDF home office 
staff will help in this effort by providing services in planning 
and evaluation, applied research, training and general program man
agement, both from its own staff and in co-ordination with other 
private voluntary organizations, intergovernmental development 
assistance agencies and private contracting firms.

The SCF/CDF staff requests that a schedule for the regular advance
ment of funds, based upon the anticipated rate of expenditure, be 
arranged with the United States Agency for International Develop
ment. At the beginning of the grant period, or at the beginning 
of each quarter, the agreed-upon sums of money can be placed in a 
non-interest-bearing account, separate from the regular SCF/CDF 
administrative account. At the end of each specified period of 
time, the SCF/CDF representative will present to the USAID grant 
officer receipts and vouchers accounting for all expenditures for
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which reimbursement is to be requested. SCF/CDF will request re
imbursement only for budget items which are indicated in this pro 
posal or subsequently agreed upon, and only for the types of ex
penditures which are permitted under United States Government reg 
ulations. SCF/CDF will provide the Agency for International De
velopment with audited statements from Price, Waterhouse and Co*, 
and will co-operate fully with whatever procedure AID may select 
for the external evaluation of its accomplishments*

The SCF/CDF field office will also submit periodic progress re- 
p»ots, prepared as part of the regular planning and evaluation 
process which has been adopted by all SCF/CDF field offices.
This Planning and Reporting (PAS) system calls for the regular 
submission of both quantitative data and narrative reports, con
cerning both the use of personnel and financial resources, and 
the development changes which are to be achieved. The PAS sys
tem is used for evaluating on a quarterly-basis.the objectives 
which have been set down in each field program’s multiyear plan. 
It will consist of four separate reports:
(!) Annual Implementation Plans are prepared and submitted 

by July 31, specifying projects to be carried out in each 
area during the coming fiscal year, July 1 to June 30.

(2) The Administrative Report, due October 31, is a statistical 
review of changes in the total country plan.

(3) The Semi-Annual Project Progress Report, due January 31, 
discusses in a narrative format the current status of each 
project, providing an opportunity to revise the annual plan.

(^0 A Report on Programming Area Indicators, due each April 30, 
assesses the degree to which previously targeted indicators 
have been met, in order to provide information that can be 
used in re-planning the program for the following year*
A separate Financial Report, covering the twelve month grant 
period, will be prepared on April 30, 1978, for submission to 
AID in completion of SCF/CDF's formal reporting obligations.
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V. Financial Plan
Many of t;iie details of the financial plan remain to be worked out 
among the members of the joint commission. Some information can 
nevertheless be provided at this time in order to clarify and il
lustrate certain points which have been made, and to refer more 
specifically to matters on which agreement has already been .•
reached with the appropriate government officials.

The first of the following tables, the Total Budget for the Rural 
Lebanon Program, shows the total amounts of money which SCF/CDF 
plans to administer or co-ordinate during the grant period. The 
estimated contributions of SCF/CDF and the Save the Children Alli
ance represent firm commitments. The indicated AID contribution, 
if granted, will encourage' the level and allocation of expendi
tures which are indicated for local and government sources. Al
though under the present circumstances only a rough and incom
plete estimate can be made of expected host government and local 
contributions, such an estimate has been made in order to show 
the significant role which these sources are expected to play.

The second table, the Budget for an Agricultural Rehabilitation 
Program.in Rural Lebanon, provides more detail on the budget for 
the twelve-month period immediately following the date on which 
the grant is approved. The starting date can be considered to 
be April 1, 1977, even though it may take some time beyohd that 
date for the proposal to be approved and for expenditures to be
gin. SCF/CDF will continue to spend its funds at approximately 
the rate indicated, although not for capital and salary items 
whose purpose will be to support the AID-funded activities until 
such time as notification of approval is received.

The third table, Budget Items for USAID Funding, explains in ad
ditional detail why there is a need for each budget item listed 
in the proposal as being subject to AID grant funding.
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TOTAL BUDGET FOE THE RURAL LEBANON PROGRAM

(A) SCF/CDF:
(B) S. C. A.
(C) A. r. D.
(D) D.-G. 0.

April’77 April'78 
to to

March178 March179 
$ 200,000 $220,000 
$ 225,000 $225,000 
$1,500,000 
$ 215,000 $240.000
$2,140,000 $935,000

April'79 April'80 
to to

March'8Q March*81 
$240,000 $260,000
$150,000 $ 75,000

$265,000 $290,000 
$955,000 $975,000

April'81 
to

March*82

Five-Year 
Grant Per
iod Total

5280,000 51,200,000
- 5 675,000
- 51,500,000

54-00.000 51.500.000
5995,000 56,000,000

(A) Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation: 
The figures listed above include only the amount raised through 
the normal sponsorship program. In the period April 1977 to 
March 1978 the field office budget will be raised to $200,000. 
In succeeding years, as other external donors phase down their 
level of financial involvement, provision will be made for 
gradual increments in the level of 3GF/CDF funding.

(B) Save the .Children Alliance: These funds will be contributed by 
the various member organizations of the Save the Children Alli
ance, including the Canadian Save the Children Fund, Red Barnet 
(Denmark), and Redd Barna (Norway), each of which has pledged 
the equivalent of $132,000. Another major donor agency is the 
Save the Children Fund (United Kingdom), which has been direct
ly providing medical services. The United States Save the 
Children Federation/Community Development Foundation has also 
raised funds through a special Lebanon Disaster appeal, in ad
dition to those raised through its regular sponsorship program. 
These various member agencies will, each according to the terms 
of its agreement with the other member agencies, pay some com
bination of administrative expenses and direct aid, the latter 
to be directed toward health, education and other services 
which are deemed to be of more immediate benefit to children 
and families in need.
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The United States Agency for International Development is re
quested to provide the amount indicated, which is to be spent 
only for agricultural rehabilitation activities, as described 
in this proposal, and to be spent entirely within the twelve- 
month grant period. SCF/CDF suggests that the grant period 
be considered to extend between April 1, 1977 and March 31, 
1978, even if formal approval and the actual disbursement of 
funds does not take place before some time later in the month. 
In this way, SCF/CDF expenditures after April 1, as recorded 
through its regular reporting procedures, would be considered 
as part of the SCF/CDF contribution to the total agricultural 
rehabilitation program.

Ihe Directorate-General of Co-operatives. a bureau of the Min
istry of Housing and Go—operatives, will have an operating bud
get of approximately $215*000 during the first year of the pro
gram, an amount which is expected to rise gradually in succeed
ing years. The budget of other government agencies concerned 
wiuh agriculture and rural development would increase this to
tal considerably, but they are not expected to be as closely 
co-ordinated with the SCF/CDF program, and are therefore not 
counted in the total budget.

(E ) loan Bepayments: The maximum period of time which will be per
mitted for the repayment of loans is five years, usually much 
less. The $1,300,000 in direct aid provided by AID will there
fore be returned and re—loaned at least once during the five— 
year grant period. It is of course to be expected that some 
loans will be defaulted. On the other hand, it is to be ex
pected that the interest rate will cover this. Although no 
accurate can yet be made of these and many other factors, an 
indication of the rate of loan repayment is nevertheless given 
in order to demonstrate that the program can be maintained at 
a significant rate beyond the AID grant period.
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The total budget expenditures for (A) Save the Children Federation/ 
Community Development Foundation, (B) Save the Children Alliance, 
and (C) the United States Agency for International Development, can 
be broken down as follows:

BUDGET FOB AN AGBICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM IN RURAL LEBANON
(A)SCT/CDF(B)S.C.A. (OQa .I.D.

1. Salaries $ 46,000 — $ 166,000
2, Consultants # 6,000 — $ 34,000
3. Fringe Benefits # 15,000 a 5,000
4. Casual Labor $ 7,500 a 7,500 «•»

5"* Travel and Conferences # 5,500 a 3,500
6. Office Hental and Maintenance a 5,500 a 5,500
7* Furniture and Equipment a 2,000 a 2,000
8. Office Supplies a 1,500 a 1,500
9• Print ing/Phot o graphy/Phot o c op ying $ 2,000 a 2,000

10. Electricity and Heating a 1,000 a 1,000
11. Telephone and Telegraph a 2,500 a 2,500
12. Postage and Parcel Delivery a 2,500 a 2,000
13* Vehicle Purchase a 14,000 a O O O
14. Vehicle Maintenance and Operation a 9,000 a 6,000 mm

15* Subscriptions a 1,000 a 500
16. Legal and Audit Fees a 500 a 500
1?. Insurance * 1,500 a 1,500
18. Staff Training a 5,000 a 5,000
19* Miscellaneous a 5,000 a 5.000

Total Administrative Expenditures $135,000 a 65,000 $ 200,000
(=?1G0%) (*34%) (=16%) (-50%)

20; T’otal Direct Aid Expenditures a 65,000 $160,000 a i . 300,000
Total Donor Contributions $200,000 $225,000 $1,500,000
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BUDGET ITEMS FOR USAID FUUDIUG

(I.a.) The Deputy Director will have reponsibility for implement
ing and reporting on all aspects of this grant, under the direct 
supervision and guidance of the SCF/GDF Field Director, Dr. Andre 
Karam. This person should have a background in the social sciences, 
prior training or experience in agriculture or small business de
velopment, fluency in English and at least a conversational ability 
in Arabic and French. In view of reporting and liaison functions, 
this is the one position which may be filled by a U;S. citizen.

(I.b.) One Field Oo-ordinator will be hired for each of five posts, 
iiach one is expected to have B.S. level qualifications in the agri
cultural or social sciences, and, preferably, prior experience in 
community or co-operative development. It is also desirable that 
each of the Field Co-ordinators have acquired technical expertise 
in at least one of the major project emphases, such as agricultural 
extension or irrigation engineering.

(I.c.) Bach Accountant/Loan Officer should have the skills needed 
for bookkeeping, disbursement of funds, review of credit applica
tions, receipt of loan repayments, etc. These operations will come 
under the direct supervision of the Field Co-ordinator in each area, 
who, together with the Deputy Director, the Field Director, and re
presentatives of the other involved organizations, will establish 
policies and monitor performance on a regular basis. The Account- 
ant/Loan Officer in each area will in turn exercise direct super
vision over the local community treasurers.

(I.d.) Two Administrative Assistants will perform the many roles of 
office manager, clerk/typist and correspondence secretary for the 
Rural Lebanon Program staff. Only this position will require fluen
cy in Arabic, French and English, in view of the occasional need to 
perform translating or interpreting functions.
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Consultants of many kinds will be needed to carry out the 
programs described in this proposal. There may be a need for the 
following skills in particular: agricultural economist, agricul
tural extension specialist, irrigation engineer, civil engineer, 
construction materials purchasing agent, and small business de
velopment specialist. It is expected that much of the need for 
specialists will be met in the selection of staff members and in 
the establishment of collaborative relations with other agencies.

Direct Aid will be - .provided, for selected areas in each of 
the four rural Mohafazat of Lebanon. SCF/CDF makes certain sug
gestions below in order to provide further detail on its intended 
activities to the Council of Ministers and the Agency for Inter
national Development. It recognizees, nevertheless, that the 
choice of project areas depends entirely upon the decisions of 
the Council of Ministers, and requests the latter*s judgment con
cerning the best location of project areas.

Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
already has a well-established program northwest of Baalbeck, 
with a multipurpose center at Deir el-Ahmar which could be of 
immediate use as affice space, storage facilities or living quar
ters for new personnel, however it may best be used to promote 
agriculture rehabilitation in the Bekaa. The Field Co-ordinator 
and Accountant/Loan Officer assigned to this area would be an 
addition to the present staff, which will for the most part be 
occupied with ongoing SGF/CDF programs in Upper Baalbeck.

An additional staffing post would be set up in Zahle, the capital 
of Bekaa province, which is located about midway between the pre
sent SCF/CDF offices in Beirut and Deir el-Ahmar. Working in 
Zahle itself, one of the most badly damated areas of the country, 
would provide SCF/CDF with an opportunity to work more closely 
with officials responsible for the whole Mohafazat of Bekaa.
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There would "then "be two posts, at Zah.le and Baalbeck, where Save 
the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation would 
play an especially active role* In addition to working mere in
tensively in their respective qada, the staff of these two posts 
could also help to carry out projects in a secondary area, to the 
extent that it can be effectively administered from their posts* 
The secondary area would include the rest of the Mohafazat of Be- 
kaa, with Hermel administered from Baalbeck, and with Jib Jannine 
and Rachaya administered from Zahle. By serving these areas in 
close collaboration with Mohafazat level officials, a model pro
gram could be established and later applied to other provinces.

As another dimension of its expanded operations, SCF/CDF seeks to 
work in a variety of different geographical, social and economic 
settings. In order to meet the immediate needs for agricultural 
rehabilitation in areas throughout the country, SCF/CDF intends 
to expand its operations into the other three partly rural Moha
fazat of the country, in Forth Lebanon, Mount Lebanon and South 
Lebanon. In doing so, SCF/CDF will work most directly through 
the Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives, relying upon, assist
ing and supplementing the Ministry's regular staff.

The Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives would take a much more 
direct administrative role in the three western Mohafazat, while 
SCF/CDF would act in an advisory capacity and in the role of li
aison with other donor organizations. SCF/CDF would provide the 
funds for the additionally needed staff for a period of three to 
five years, during which time it will seek to integrate them in
to on-going government of* SCF/CDF programs. SCF/CDF will event
ually concentrate its activities in a smaller number of impact 
areas, but will continue to work closely with the Ministry of 
Housing and Co-operatives in a common effort to evolve the most 
appropriate organisational structure for meeting the many needs 
of low-income people in the rural areas of Lebanon.
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Tlie preceding presentation can now "be focused upon the intended 
allocation of the funds that are requested of the United States 
Agency for International Development. The following table gives 
the SCF/CDF staff's recommendations concerning the provisional 
allocation of funds according to region. It should be re-empha
sized, however, that the final decisions concerning the alloca
tion of funds between regions and the location of projects with
in each region remains in the hands of government representatives.

SUGGESTED ALLOCATION OF USAID FUNDS

North South Mount
Badlbeck Zahle Lebanon Lebanon Lebanon

Deputy Director 8 3,600 $ 3,600 8 3,600 $ 3,600 8 3,600
Field Co-ordinators$ : 14^-4001$ 14~,400 8 14,400 $ 14,400 $ 14,400
Acc't/Loan Officers$ 9,600 $ 9,600 8 9,600 $ 9,600 8 9,600
Admin. Assistants 8 4,800 $ 4,800 8 3,200 $ 3,200 8 3,200
Consultants 8 7,600 $ 7,600 8 9,200 $ 9,200 8 9,200
Direct Aid 8260.000 8260.000 8260.000 8260.000 8260.000

8300,000 8300,000 8300,000 8300,000 OooooV*

$ 18,0 
$3 72;* OC 
S 48,0 
$ 19 , 2 '

$ 42,8
$1300000
$1500,00

The Deputy Director will be posted at Zahle or Beirut, but will 
have a role to play in each of the program areas. His salary has 
therefore been distributed equally among the five regions. There 
will be one Field Co-ordinator and one Accountant/Loan Officer as
signed to work in each region, each receiving the salary indicated. 
Two Administrative Assistants will also be hired, one assigned to 
Zahle and given responsibility for all operations within Bekaa pro
vince, and the other assigned to Beirut and given responsibility 
for the remaining three Mohafazat. The Administrative Assistants.' 
first year salary of $9600 has therefore been divided into two 
parts for Baalbeck and Zahle, and into three parts for the other 
three regions. The estimated need for Consultants in each region 
is indicated. The total expenditure for staff and consultants per 
region is $40,000, for a total of $200,000.
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In each of the two primary areas of Baalbeck and Zahle there is a 
population approaching 260,000 persons. Since the expected amount 
of direct aid for each region is $260,000, the external assistance 
amounts to less than $1 per capita. Similarly, in the other three 
Mohafazat, the investment per capita is less than $1. Xn each hf 
the five areas about 25 villages, each with about 2000 residents, 
will be organized in such a way as to receive direct benefit from 
the Joint SCF/CDF and Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives pro
gram for agricultural rehabilitation. Therefore, aporoximately
250,000 persons will benefit directly from the USAID grant of 
$1 ,500,000, at an estimated cost of about $6.00 per persons

This budget suggests a flexible strategy, able to accommodate any 
of several possible variations. If, for example, a program cannot 
be administered in South Lebanon, or, alternatively, if additional 
funds are needed there, the balance of available funds can be dis
tributed among the other regions. Similarly, if for any reason 
the Government of Leoanon or the Agency for International Develop
ment reduces the amount available for this program, there could be 
a corresponding reduction in either the number of regions addressed 
or in the amount of direct aid for each region.

The Save the Children Federation/Community Development Foundation 
believes, however, that this program should be undertaken at the 
suggested level of funding, representing the U. S. contribution 
to what may become a multinational effort. There is a very great 
need;- as the attached Memoire indicates, the estimated amount of 
direct and indirect destruction to the co-operatives of Lebanon 
was 16.2 million Lebanese pounds, or $5.4 million. Since this 
considers only the losses of registered co-operatives, the total 
amount of destruction may be around five times that much. The 
presently proposed effort can nevertheless serve as a major ini
tiative, and demonstrate to other donors and investors the import- 

-̂*ole of agricultural rehabilitation in Lebanon's recovery.
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Community Development Foundation 
B l i s s  S t r e e t ,  B e i r u t ,  Lebanon

B e ir u t  14 March 1977

H.E. M in is te r  ot Housing and C o o p e ra tiv es

. a ^ r a u«nt to *he d is c u s s ion s  th a t  the Community Development Foundation 
has had with tne Agency f o r  I n t e r n a t io n a l  Development in  Washington and 
tn„ M in is t r y  o f  Housing and C o o p e ra tiv es  -  the G ^ e r a l  M r e c to r a ^ e  o f  Co
o p e r a t iv e s  c o n cern in g  the r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  o f  the r u r a l  s e c t o r  in g . r e - s l

the f o l lo w in g ^ l t U r a l  S* ° t0 r  ln  Pa :rt lo u l a r .  » '  have the honor to present

>'/e Wish to  undertake a program d esign ed  to h e lp  Lebanon r e s t o r e  i t s  
p ro d u c tiv e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  in  the a g r i c u l t u r a l  and r u r a l  s e c t o r s  u t i l i z i n g  

c i e n t i f i c a l l y  e s t a b l i s h e d  p r i n c i p l e s  o f  c o o p e r a t iv e s ,  community o r g a n iz a 
t io n  and i n t e g r a t e d  development a c c o r d in g  to a program now b e in g  form ulated
C o o p e r a t iv e s ? 1 ^  JJ,velopment fo u n d a tio n  and the M in is t r y  o f  Housing and

And as th e  Agency f o r  I n t e r n a t io n a l  Development fa v o r s  the u t i l i z a -

thenb e s t a™LrOPH ? t ?d Il7 3 ’ th a t  has a v a i l a b l e  f o r  h e lp in g  Lebanon, in 
needs? *r  * ould meet Lebanon’ 3 P resent and fu t u r e  a g r i c u l t u r a l

And as th e  Agency f o r  I n te r n a t io n a l  Development would upon the ap p ro val

o f  ? o o ° o o T leen t cbe° 0me disp03ed - > »  a gra n ?  in  a.? ^ 7f  1 , 500 ,000  one m i l l io n  and f i v e  hundred thousand United S t a t e s  D o l la r s
f o -  tne im plem entation o f  an a g r i c u l t u r a l  and r u r a l  development program
e n d 'h f ’ 0 0 0 p eratlJ es a c c ° r d in g  to an agreement to  be form ulated to t h i s  

1 ” T  m in is t r y  ana our fo u n d a tio n  in  the l i g h t  o f  the m i a  g u id e -  
l i n e s  o f  the Government o f  Lebanon,

T h e r e fo r e ,

I *  t ? * 1? l ikB t0phave the P r e l im in a r y  ap p ro va l o f  yo u r E x c e l le n c y  and th a t  
t L t  r e g a r d in g  what has been sa id  in  our l e t t e r  so
tn a t  we w i l l  be a b le  to  pursue our e f f o r t s  w ith  the Agency f o r  I n t e r n a t io n a l  
development in o rd er  to o b ta in  the grant in  the amount o f  1,500.000 one 

m i l l io n  f i v e  hundred thousand United S t a t e s  D o lla rs  f o r  the ourpose o f
c a r r y in g  out the program mentioned in  our l e t t e r .  And a l l  t h i s  i s  in  the 
s e r v i c e  o f  Lebanon,

With our h ig h e s t  r e s p e c t s .

R e p re s e n ta t iv e  o f  the Community Development Foundation

Doctor Andre Karam
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Translated from Arabic

t THE LEBANESE ESPUBLIG
MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND CO-OPERATIVES Ref. No. 246/3c
Beirut, 23 March 1977

To the Presidency of the Council of Ministers

Subject: Request of Financial Aid in the Amount of 1,500,000 
One Million and Five Hundred Thousand United States 
Dollars from the Agency for International Develop
ment to Undertake a Rehabilitation Agricultural Pro
duction Program in Rural Lebanon through Co-opera
tives in Collaboration with the Community Develop
ment Foundation and the Designation of the Minister 
ox Housing and Co-operatives to Pursue Negotiations 
with the aforementioned Agency and Sign the Necessary Agreement for this Purpose.

Reference• Letter from the Community Development Foundation 
representative dated March 14, 1977

< With respect to the subject and reference cited above,
And as the Agency for International Development favors the 

utilization of a portion of its appropriated funds for assisting 
Lebanon in a manner that would meet present and future needs in the agricultural sector,

And as the Community Development Foundation has actually 
started discussions with the Agency for International Develop
ment in Washington regarding this subject matter and expressed 
its wishes to undertake an agricultural rehabilitation program 
in rural Lebanon on the basis of scientifically established 
co-operative principles in collaboration with the Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives,

And as the Community Development Foundation has conveyed its intention in the attached letter,
And as the program, for which the aforementioned funds 

are to be allocated, calls for an agreement to be concluded 
between the Government of Lebanon — Ministry of Housing and 
Co-operatives - and the above named agency,

therefore,
We would like to submit this subject to the Presidency of the 
Council of Ministers for its consideration and preliminary endorsement and approval of:

O



1 . The proposed request of the amount of one million 
five hundred thousand United States dollars for the 
implementation of the collaborative program for agri
cultural and rural development according to the pro
visions of an agreement to be concluded between the 
Ministry of Housing and Co-operatives and the Commu
nity Development foundation.

2. The designation of the Minister of Housing and Co
operatives to pursue negotiations with the afore
mentioned agency and to sign the necessary agree
ment for the implementation of the program referred hereto above.

Minister of Housing and Co-operatives

Doctor Salah Selman

Attachments : Letter from the Community Development Foundation



?/n rOIRE SHR LES DEG-ATS C>CCASIQNNE
'IS LES SECTE-SRS COOPER AT IF

S FAR LA GTTERRE 
ST AGRICOLE

1 “ ^g- ^ T :--ur Coo^eratif - Sa situation - DerSts et besoine 

A “ Lg Seeteur Cooperatif avant la ot.pi-tv»
"n vue d'illustrer 1'importance de 1'evolution du 

Seeteur Cooperatif et du progres accompli prealablement a 
la periode de la guerre, nous presentons ci-apres 3 tableaux 
recapitulatifs de la situation globale et sectorielle pour 
les annees 1971 - 1972 - 1973 - 1974.

*1 - Situation globale
Annee Nombre de 

Cooperatives Nopibre 
d ? adherents

Capital
libere

Chiff 
d T affai

L L
1971- 41 3507 1088570 27505032
1972 67 7602 2068943 39108441
1973 87 15142 2671926 50696972
1974 104 22269 3988171 76735045

A2 - Cooperatives de Consommation

A la faveur d'une politique d 'encouragement des coo
peratives, et grSce a 1'institution du Credit Cooperatif, 
les Cooperatives de consommation connurent un grand essor 
entre les annees 1971 a 1974. Elies se sont developpees dana 
toutes les regions libanaises, en milieux ruraux et urbains, 
et permirent 1 'approvisionnement de leurs adherents en biens 
de consommation, produits managers et divers articles d'ha- 
billement, a des prix moderes. Elies inflechirent de oe fait 
au cliraat social des couches populaires de la population, 
davantage de serenite. Elies ont oonstitue, en outre, dans 
certains cas, des debouches naturels pour les produits agri
coles don+ elles ont assure la distribution d'une maniere 
satisfaisante.

• • • / •



2
Annee ITombre de Nombre Capital Chiffre

Cooperatives d Tadherents libere d'affaires
en L.L. en L.L.

1971 8 1383 51970 724503
1972 16 4784 318682 1661610
1973 22 11458 643095 6505200
1974 35 18147 1469552 25867287

A3 - Cooperatives Agricoles

L fimportance du secteur agricole au Liban sur le double 
plan economique et social, et le besoin de ce secteur d'etre 
reorganise et modernise, en ont fait un champ orooice pour 
l'activite cooperative, taut en ce qui concerne le finance*- 
ment et la production qu'en ce qui concerne 1!industriali
sation et l’ecoulement de la production.

Prealablement a la guerre, un certain nombre de coope
ratives agricoles avait attaint 1Timportance de grandes

entreprises. Parmi celles-ci, nous citons la coope
rative des planteurs de la betterave sucriere, qui continue 
a ecouler toute la production, la cooperative de la Bekaa 
pour la production et la distribution des oeufs, qui callec- 
tait et ecoulait pres de 40 % de la production nationale 
d'omifs et la copgerjati^e des producteurs de oommes de terre 
de la Bekaa qui . - 55 % de la production.

Ajoutons a cela las cooperatives de legumes, des fruits, 
des vignerons, d 'oldiculture, de 1'elevate du ver a soie, 
de ramassage et d'ecoulement du lait etc... qui etaient 
toutes actives, et donnaient une dynamicue particuliere au 
secteur agricole.
Annee Nombre de 

Cooperatives
Nombre 

d T adherents
Capital
libere
L.L.

Chiffre 
d'affaires 

L.L.
1971 32 2110 1036320 26768753
1972 50 2804 1749981 37446330
1973 61 3596 2009426 44.155172
1974 64 ■4007 2482138 50767541



B - Degdts occastonnes cooperatif

B1 - Deggts globaux
Les degSts directs du secteur cooperatif •ccasionnes 

par la guerre sont evalues a 5.000.000 de L.L. et les degar? 
indirects a 11.100.000 de L.L.

02 - Degats dans les cooperatives de consom'mation
Les degats dans les cooperatives de consummation 

sont estimes a :
- Degcits directs : 3.500.000 L.L.
- DegSts indirects : 1.200.000 L.L.

II convient de signaler ici que 6 supermarkets coo
peratif s ont et i complete lent detruits et 5 magazine par- 
tiellement eudommages.

B3 - Deggts dans les cooperatives agricoles
Les degats occasionnes auy cooperatives ajrtcoles 

sont estimes a : .
- degats directs : 1.500.000 L.L.
- deg§ts indirects : 10.000.000 L.L.

C - Besoins du Secteur Cooperatif 

Cl - Exigences generates
La reconstruction du Secteur cooperati f di-

verses mesures d TorHre
- administratii
- regiementaire
- structure!
- technique
- economiiue et financier

Sur ie plan administr3tlf et financier, il convient 
de doter la Direction Generals d^s Cooperatiset de cadna.- 
techniques et administratifs dort ^lle a tesoin. ppur cju'eiie 
puisse s’acquitter' des multiples tSches cjui iui sor+- 'impart.-, e 
II faut signaler a egard que la Direction er cjuG.St'icA 
fonctionne avec 20 % s'-ul err on~ mes c/fectifs prevus.



- 4 -

Pour ce qui est de 1* aspect legirlati.r. et reglementaire
il faudrait ;

— adopter de nouveaux textes en vue d !assurer la con
tinuation de 1 Tevolution cooperative et mutualiste

■ - amender certaines dispositions en fonction de la si
tuation engendree par la guerre -at des exigences actuelles

f

du mouvement cooperatif.

Sur le plan structure!, il convient de repenser la struc
ture actuelle des federations et unions cooperatives,qui ont 
failli dans 1Taccomrlissement de leurs tSches. Il serait souhai- 
table, dans la conjoncture actuelle, de renforcer•les attribu
tions de la structure etatiaue, afin qu’elle ouisse soutenir $ 
la coordination recherchee entre les cooperatives en general ^ 
et celles de consommation en Darticulier, Il faut egalement 
entreprendre une reorganisation complete des marches pooulaires 
auxquels il conviendrait de donner separement un statut de 
cooperative de base.

Sur le plan technique, les efforts entrepris en vue de 
la formation d ’un personnel qualifie doivent etre poursuivis.
Il faudrait egalement continuer a animer les cessions de for
mation destinees a former des cooperateurs, gestionnaires et 
responsables de cooperatives.

Quand aux mesures a caractere economique et financier,
peuvent revetir la forme de subventions aux cooperatives 

dctruites totalc?ment ou partieilement par la guerre (mesures 
Oudgetaires); ou encore, d'avances du Tresor en favour de 
1 'Union Nationale pour le Credit Cooperatif, pour 1 ?octroi des 
o^£ts necessaires au secteur cooperatif. La reanimation du 
mouvement cooperatif, et I'aide qui pourrait lui etre accordee 
sort de nature a reactiver la production agricole et les ac- 
tivites econominues a la campagne. Elies peuvent $tre source 
d f emplois productifs, ainsi cue d rimplantation de rc'seaux de 
distribution rationnels, en milieux ruraux et urbains.

C2 — Besoins des cooperatives de consommation
5.000.000 de Livres Libansises sont necessaires pour la 

reconstruction d ’un reseau solide de cooperatives de consom
mation. L Taffectation de ce montant servirajt :

- au reamenagement des supermarkets detruits (location,



travaux de genie civil, faux—plafonds, vitrines, charriots, 
paniers metalliques etc.)

— a la constitution des fonds de roulement indispensables 
a 1 achat des merchandises et biens, et noun leur stockage, 
ainsi que pour faire face aux charges relatives aux salaires
et indemnites du personnel.

- a 11 importation directe de certaines denrees, ou a la 
conclusion de marches avantageux.

C3 - Besoins des cooperatives agricoles
Un montant de 2.000.000 de L.L. serait necessaire pour 

la reparation des degSts occasionnes.
Ce montant pourrait notamment etre affecte a :
1Tachat d'un materiel de remplacement de celui qui a 

ete detruit a la cooperative de la Bekaa (calibreuse, chaudiere 
pomoe a ceufs, et autres...)

— l rachat de tracteurs destines a remolacer ceux qui ont 
ete detruits dans les cooperatives

- 1facquisition de divers facteurs de "production tels que 
engrais, semences selectionnees, materiaux d remballage, en vue 
de leur vente a prix reduits aux cooperatives agricoles, di- 
rectement ou indirectement affectees oar la guerre; le produit 
de ces ventes servirait a renflouer la situation financiere
et economique de lTUnion Nationale pour le Credit Cooperatif 
d lune part, et a combler d*autre part, le deficit des coope
ratives en question.

11 ~ Le.gecteur Agricole - Sa Situation - Degats et b e s o i n s

La contribution du secteur agricole au revenu National 
en 1973 etait de 675.000.000 de L.L. , soit pres de 11 7c de 
ce Revenu. Le nombre de travailleurs utilises dans 1 Agricul
ture etait pour la m£me annse de 101.760, soit 19 % de 1 ren
semble des travailleurs absorbes par l fensemble de l'Economie 
Nationale.

^  “ gi^uation globale de 1 Agriculture oour les annees 
1972, 1973, 1974 , 1Q7B

Le Tableau ci-apres reflete la situation des principales 
speculations de la production agricole et animale au cours 
des annees 72,73,74 et 75.

JL
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II ressort des statistiques ci-dessus presentees que cer- 
taines speculations ont accuse un flechissement marque, et 
d'autres un veritable ecroulement. Cela est notamment le cas 
de la'production animale en general, serieusement affectee par 
les retombees de la guerre. L laviculture libanaise est detruite 
dans une proportion de pres de 90 % et la production de ble a 
sensiblement decru.

A2 - Situation anterieure et ■ de&ctts occasionnes au 
cheptel et a la production animale

La balance commerciale libanaise enregistrait prealable- 
ment a la guerre un deficit important en viandes et produits 
laitiers. Mais un effort soutenu etait accompli dans ce domains, 
et se traduisait par une croissance encourageante de la pro
duction. Dans le domaine avicole, le Liban etait parvenu a des 
techniques de pointe et etait devenu le premier exportateur 
d !ceufs et de poussins selectionnes de la region. La guerre fut 
un veritable desastre pour la production animale, nue le ta
bleau ci-apres illustre de maniere evidente.

Nombre en 
1974

Nombre
actuel

Pertes
en %

Pertes en 
millions 

de L.L.
Selectionnees 25000 5000 80% 90

Vaches- Locales 6 6 0 0 0" 50000 50%

Pondeuses 5000000 500000 90% 200

Poulets a viande 20000000 2000000 90% 100

Ovins et caprins 500000 500000 40% 50

Pores 15000 5000 65% 6

Uhevaux 5000 2000 3 0% 12

Total — — — 458
millions
de L.L.
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® ” I^L^ts divers occ8.sionngs par lg guerre dans le 

secteur agricole
51 “ Davits subis les Laboratories du Ministere 

de 1 Agriculture:
Destruction ou perte d’appareils et de materiel dans les 

6 .laboratoires agricoles et zoo-techniques du Ministers do 
l fAgriculture a Beyrouth, Chtaura, Tripoli, Fanar. Ces pertes 
sont evaluees a :920.000 L.L. dont : 720.000 pour Beyrouth, 
Tripoli, Chtaura et Fanar, et 200.000 L.L. pour le seul lab®- 
ratoire de l ’Ecole d TAgriculture de Fanar.

Parmi ces equipements et materiel, nous citons no*ca*ment:
- refrigerateurs
- congelateurs
- incubateurs
- etuves
- microscopes
- centrifugeuses
- oalances de precision
- verreries diverses
- sterilisateurS
- autoclaves
- microtomes
- agitateurs rotatifs
- bains-marie automatiaues
- bains de sable electrioues
- fours et fourneaux electriques
pompes a vide et comrresseurs electriques

- secoueuscs de tamis
- pK - metres
- creusets en platine
- insinerateurs de grande capacite
- appareils et instruments d rinsemination artificielle
- 6 taureaux reproducteurs
- 119 vehicules perdus

B2 - Deggts occasionnes aux bailments et Usiue de 
1*Oii-ice de la soie a Kfarohims
1- BStiments de 3.000 m2 de surface bdtie, par- 

tieilement detruits; nertes evaluees a 200.000 L.L.
2- DegSts a l’usine evalues a 300.000 L.L.
Total, des pertes : 300.000 L.L.



-11-Le materiel detruit est reparti comme suit :
- 18 moteurs electriques : 33.000 L.L.
- Cuiseuse (boiling machine) : 80.000 L.L.
- Chaudiere : 35.000 L.L.
- Atelier de reparation : 20.000 L.L.
- Pieces de rechange : 30.000 L.L.
- Mobilier et materiel de bureaux (machines a ecrireet
a photocopier, calculatrices etc. : 75.000 L.L.

- Pieces diverses : 27.000 L.L.

B3 - Moto-pompes
Pour la seule region de la Bekaa, 60 unites furent de- 

truites. Elies sont d'une capacite unitaire de pompage de 
200 a 300 M3/h ( 6 a 8 inches ).

Ie.̂ -ioQt unitaire est de 1’ordre de 100.000 L.L. 
et la perte totale est de : 600.000 L.L.

A ce materiel, il convient d'ajouter de nombreux trac- 
teurs, reservoirs a eau et unites de pompage a la Bekaa et dans 
d'autres regions et pour lesq usi© une evaluation precise ne 
peut §tre effectuee a I'heure actuelle.

B4 - Deggts dans les usines de production d*aliments 
•pour animaux

- Perte de marchandises stockees ou de marchandises en 
cours d1 importation.

- Arret de certaines usines de production de tcurteaux.
- Destruction partielle des usines de traitement et 

de production de produits laitiers.

B5 - DegSts considerables dans les plantations et 
vergers de productions fruitieres et maraicheres dans toutes 
les regions libanaises ainsi que dans les exploitations d ’ele- 
vage bovin et avicoles.

Ces deg§ts touchent :
- les serres
- les vergers d ’agrumes
- les vergers de pommiers
- les vergers d'arbres fruitiers divers
- les bananeraies
- les plantations de ble, betteraves sucrieres, pommes 
de terre

- les oliveraies
qui n font pu etre utrcgthya> entretenugs, i r r ig u e ^ s , poursuivis 0° u

rncoltes
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II serait presomptueux d'avancer a l'heure actuelle 
une evaluation specificue des degSts, dont le present rapport 
n ren reflete cu'une partie.

II serait indispensable d fentreprendre d’abord un re- 
censement systematioue et precis des pertes au niveau de chaque 
Secteur et dans toutes les regions libanaises.

Observation
Les degSts occasionnes aux^atiments officials dependant 

du dinistere de 11Agriculture ont volontairement negliges 
pour avoir fait l Tobjet d rune evaluation oarticuliere de la 
part d Tune Commission ad-hoc.

Beyrouth, le 21/1/77

Camille KOBEH
Directeur General des 

Cooperatives
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Eeirut, Lebanon 
March 29, 1977

Ur, Charles MacCormack, Program Director 
Save the Children Federation/
Community Development Foundation 
48 Wilton Ed., Westport, Conn., 06880

Dear Dr. MacCormack,
Enclosed is a copy of the proposal for an agricultural re

habilitation program in Lebanon, as it was submitted yesterday 
to the Council of Ministers* It is complete and fully prepared 
for submission to the U. S. Agency for International Development. 
Together with the proposal you will find a letter of endorsement 
from the Minister of Housing and Co-operatives to the Council of 
Ministers.

I am only sorry that the proposal could not have been sent 
to you earlier. The major reason for delay has been a series of 
troublesome events, from the Jumblatt assassination to, most re
cently, demonstrations over the naming of a new army commander, 
all of which has preoccupied the Council of Ministers, and, in 
particular, Dr. Salah Selman, who also serves as Minister of the 
Interior. In view of these unavoidable and unforseeable delays, 
Dr. Selman has given us his permission to send his letter of 
recommendation to you, in lieu of a statement from the Council of 
Ministers, which will be forthcoming shortly.

As soon as possible, we will send you a copy of the Council’s 
decision, together with a detailed protocol that we are in the 
process of drafting together wrch the Director-General of Co-op
eratives, Dr. Camille Kobeh. In the meantime, please encourage 
prompt action on this proposal, and let us know of any new devel
opments.

And r e/ifar am







Meeting of Voluntary Agen&ie3 

Dec, 16, 19?6

Mr. Loarry started, the meeting saying:

It is an informal meeting and let us start with writing our names 
on a piece of paper with our address and areas in which we are 
working. I suggest that each organization give us a brief expose 
on who they are, what they are doing and what they are pi .inning to 
do and so on. SCF is typing the minutes and will have them 
circulated to all members.

- My name is Bill Lotfry, of International Union for Child Welfare 
Geneva, I've been here since October 76, and I’ll be leaving next 
Monday. Our main activities so forth have been working through 
local groups in 2 production units; production of children's 
clothing, one is in Metn North on. the other side and one is in 
Mreijeh in south Beirut. These projects aim at providing employment 
for few women and young girls, while producing needed children's 
clothing for this winter. The initial phase is to distribute these 
clothes, and we hope that later they will produce clothes for sale. 
These are the projects which are actually operating. One is just 
starting and the other started several weeks ago at Ain Aar in the 
Metn. These projects are in operation. Other projects which have 
been suggested to us and we are interested in, but have not been
started yet. One is a temporary care center for abandoned children 
and orphaned children. Small units for about 50 children temporarily 
cared for waiting to have their families traced, and returned to 
their parents, if not send them to special organizations. This would 
be in Bast Beirut. Another project is rather a relief type of 
project, supplementing feeding to school children, particularly 
children from displaced families in various parts of the south of 
Beirut such as Damour, Chalets, Nabatiyeh, Bint Jbeil, Saida etc. 
Another project suggested to us is assistance to school children to
>rovide them with the necessary fees, and materials, schools actually 
operating on both sides. Je are also assisting though ICf?C in relief 
goods such as blankets, powdered milk, mattresses, and UPC purchases 
locally in Burj Hammond goods for displaced families. .7© have also

.. ./



distributed children1!' clothing ('lr>0 ton.si M ".ich now we hove stopped .
- I am David dryer from Cxfam. Oxfam has not a program in Lebanon, 
anythin.-1: that we are doing is just during the civil war. I don't 
have an office in Beirut, 1 am just visiting. If oat of the aid given 
last year by Oxfam was by way of medics] supplies, blankets through 
ICRC and rubbish containers. We are interested in the rehabilita
tion work in Beit Chebab and now in the Red Orescent Hospital near 
oabra camp, he hope to do something with the sewing and production 
center in Damour again through the Ralestinian Red Crescent, perhaps 
to find out the second phase of the Lreijeh production center, we 
hope to do some rebuilding through dnrwa, and oossibly some vocational 
training work such as the YFCA is proposing to us.

- OSD : he have nanv centers in Lebanon but unfortunately during 
the war only the medical centers have been working. 'e have con
centrated our efforts on the relief program. Ve have been receiving 
^ig amounts of food from Japan and mostly we are involved in this
program and this program will not last more than 2 months. 7e are 
preparing to re-start our day oare centers and the regular activities 
of .OSD which we hope will improve a lot. We will be wor-’ing according 
to the needs that we will encounter after the civil war. a committee 
for relief has been created & the OSD General Director is the 
vice-president of this committee. The president is the Minister 
of Social Affairs. So with this new committee, everything” will 
be settled after being divided into 7 groups: Last and ;ent.
OSD is working with and through local groups.
- The ICRC has been working during the civil war in the relief 
field. It has been giving food, medical supplies. Now,’ as the 
ICRC is an emergency institution, we plan to withdraw stop by 
step from our direct action. ’ !e believe that OSD mainly will 
be able to step by step cover all of Lebanon. So now we have 
launched in a 4-inonths urogram. Ve plan to receive, flour, fat, 
meat, cheese, sugar, rice, blankets, kitchen sets. ie don't plan
p make direct contact foT> a long time as the OSD is doing.

‘■Ve will be receiving 2,400 tons of flour monthly, 400 tons, of 
milk monthly, 400 tons of meat monthly, 200 tons of sugar monthly,
400 tons of fats, butter monthly, 70,000 pieces of kitchen set,
600 tons of clothes monthly and 0,000 blankets and buy some locallv.



- f/.ichel Guillaume, ,nerro des Nommes. .e are working on two ways:
l) I’ermanent assistance to children who have lost one or two parents* 
This is in all areas. 2) To finance the treatment of children coming 
out of the war with the amputation of one lee; or other, or children 
struck by polio, either treat them locally or abroad. Ve are 
building a team to come to Lebanon.
- I am Han ochellenberg from an Armenian Social Welfare organization, 
but here I am rather representing some European church-related groups 
from Switzerland, Germany, and other places. 'Ve had food distribution 
programs, toe-ether with other meterials,to local people from the 
Karantina area, Nabaa, who had fled from these areas to south Lebanon. 
*e are continuing those programs through a number of local organizatior 
depending on the place. Je are also in touch with other groups * 
representatives.
- I am Joe Thompson from the Lutheran World Federation, Geneva. 1 
am here on a very short term assignment, for about 3 months. The 
purpose of this assignment will be to provide emergency system and 
possible participate in some of the projects that may go on after 
we* lpave here. Cur main assistance so far has been with some 
bedding materials, kitchen kits, etc. to refugees who have fled 
in.to Syria of most of which have since moved bock, we provide 
medicaments for the Zahleh hospital, we’re looking at some assistance 
to the villages in the Akkar area. Commitments have been made since 
I came include about 5,000 mattresses and 1,000 sweaters for school 
children, glass for damaged homes in villages of the Zahleh area
and for assistance to secretarial schools at Domour. A request 
has been submitted from Marjeyoun area for mattresses, blankets 
and food for displaced persons and other. -A request ig being submitted 
for a cooperative among the women at JJabatiyeh.
- I am I.'ary Hawkins. I am Field Director for Save the Children [hind, 
operating in Lebanon since the 22th of November. v’e have approximately 
a 6-month program of relief for children in areas of need. In Hast 
c Beirut, we have a small program, in the children's section at* 
the St. Georges Hospital. Cn the .est side, -ve have work in all 
refugee :amps starting from St. Simon, down to K'haldeh. >e have

.../
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clinics in 4 places, and assisting in 4 other clinics in conjunction 
with the American Gave the Children Federation in the Baalbeck area 
and in Beirut. We have 3 qualified nurses and one public health 
nurse who have been doing work among women and children in welfare 
• clinics, helping in public health services, visiting the families 
land finding out what their needs are. We are going to make a 
■distribution of clothing and blankets in Nabatiyyeh, especially 
in the large and cold technical school where a great number of 
refugees host, but unfortunately, owing to the non arrival, of the 
ship with supplies, and the bottle-neck at London Airport, we have 

did;*not any large packages to distribute. We have just enough medicali .»* 1 ' '• supplies, milk flor another 2 or 3 weeks. We will extend our services^ 
to other places if we find them manageable to our place in Beirut.
- The Save the Children Federation has ssde an alliance^ to provide 

f I  assistance to the areas in which the Save the Children group previous 
1 . had activities. These two areas include the Upper Baalbeck region 

which is a cluster of villages of Christians and Moslems to the
• Id North and West of the city of Baalbeck and the Hay es-Sullum peri-

urban area which is south of the Airport. The approach that is•‘h&Vd;':' going to be carried^, will combine relief, reconstruction andS.'V'-- t 'V-I ■ deviopment projects, trying to re-start immediately the development 
V'*> •; projects that we have and expand on the staff that was already in
>Si-1- ' , . . \ y■ J;;;.: that area with the purpose of conducting a coordinatle^ relief and 
,'d‘d .re^SrgWi'Sa^ieii plan and moving right into reW n elgwMHLan. The;.. '*r ‘ 1relief program itself will be very very limited, mainly it is going 

tobbe the coordination of villages, the reestablishment of services 
.and ho forth as it is shown here on the list. -Ve hope very quickly 

',$•’. ■! to get in the reconstruction and long-term development. The reason 
vtf'r̂ pwe have picked the Baalbeck areas is because of the previous expe-

.riehce we have had in that area a»A in terms of long-term development 
projects and; also because we feel the Bekaa valley, which is the •

' ll 'bread-basket of Lebanon ;is a potential second disaster area;1 Mfc 
•t right now the farmers have pot planted the crops because of the
j insecurity in the area. Some of the apple trees and other fruit 

rees have been wiped out because of the lack of water. We feel 
O : .that now we have the chance to action quickly against the coming .. 
.larger disaster, so we will be working immediately in these areas.

kV-'/



We will ask the help of various organizations for funding and when 
the funding becomes available we will probably expand and take 

1 other areas in the Bekaa valley, hopefully the area North,<fif £7 c
.Aktee* and Ras-Baalbeck and possibly the South. We are also working 
in the Hay es-Sullum area as I indicated before. The programs •> 
there will;be* the health programs in conduction with the British 
Save the Children Fund and the program concerning sanitation and 
revolving loans for housing improvements, and emphasis oh employment 
generating projects. But at the moment, the major emphasis betecr on 
the Baalbeck region, to help the^refugees there rnifl— '»»! v p wishia^ 
to stay in the area.
- I am 3en Weir, representing the United Presbyterian Church, residen 
in Beirut. We'have provided emergency medical assistance through 
the Hospital in Hammana that has been serving casualties and now is 
providing community health services in the area. We have also 

"provided certain emergency assistance to 7 elementary and secondary 
schools and about a dozen village elementary schools through the 
National Evangelical Senate with which we have close relationship,
In* fact we turned up over to them a good deal of work we had formerly 
established as of 1959. We have also been working with the YMCA in 
food distribution program in ^outh Lebanon which Mr. Scbellenberg 

i has referred to. These are the main things we’re doing. We are 
also helping families in various areas of Lebanon even Lebanese 
families who are temporarily located in Syria hut on a very short 
term basis.

I ** Lowry suggested that meetings should continue to take place.
It is very impbrtant that we should exchange every 2 weeks informatic 
not only about what we are doing but about-other practical things 
which could be discussed together.
- SCF: In addition to what the International Committee has by way 
of information, there is needed also information background aspects, 
social structure in Lebanon, which might indirectly relate the si- 
lation, now if the information is made available, I think we can 

assign a person really to provide the service. In so far as this 
committee is concerned, I see the value of having meetings of this 
kind at several levels. I see the need for meeting with local

.../
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organizations but those meetings with local organizations should 
not be the only kind of meetings, we should be having our own 
meetings for if ,the other meetings do not succeed in any way.that 

-t; ■ we stop meeting ourselves, and ti seems to me that there is a very
• important thing that we can do together, mainly to set the pattern
• of effective coordination among ourselves so that if we do want

‘‘ to exchange reports this should be something that we will be willing
to exchange also with local groups and what to ask of local -groups,f because the term coordination is an ambulant type of term. If we

/i try to identify it in a way so that we would be able to work some of
the mechanics of the coordination, it might be useful by way of * * 
experience for ourselves and for the local groups as well.
- There should be an open file with everyone having to offer some
thing to put in and that everyone requesting something to put it in, 
and everyone can go and look at this.
The Catholic Relief Services is an American organization. Our 

plan is at the moment an emergency plan which would be for about
4- months. We are going to import about 20,000 tons of commodities,

. maihly flour, milk, and oil. 'Ve are working directly with the 
Lebanese government. Last Monday I've signed a full agreement 
with the Prime Minister, concerning our action in Lebanon, and 
we are strict to abide by it. when our merchandise arrives, the 
Lebanese government will protect our merchandise. For the same 
reason, that the commodities are always the responsibility of the 
Catholic Relief Services. .Ve are responsible thst the commodities 
get to the right needy people. V/e will assist fbr the moment 4-000 
needy people. V/e have collected statistics that we are furnishing 
to the• Government. V/e are working in very strict collaboration 
with the Caritas, Lebanon which: is all over the country. Those 
lists are always approved by the Government. We make no difference 
whatsoever between religious, party etc. Ve will distribute our 
merchandise without discrimination whatsoever and this is more 
( less now the main point v/e are dedicating ourselves to. We 
want to collaborate with til the agencies in order to avoid

.../
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duplication. We are only helping the needy Lebanese, that's
what the government of Lebanon has decided. 7e are sure that
other nationalities are being taken care of by special organizations.

- Mr. Cuny suggested that during the next meeting each agency gives
a list of different things: ’
1. Where are the distribution centers, and where are thepersonnel 

located.
2. What technical assistance you have available which you could 

share with other people.
3* A report that you have on the situation of the areas. The* • 

area that you cannot meet, some other agencies whom you could 
coordinate with within your area will be helpful.

4, Whatkind of project you have now and what you are expecting to do

If we have all these we could help all the organizations to have 
this as a first step to coordinate some of the activities.

- It was decided to held a meeting next Tuesday, December 21,1976
at 3•00 p.m. at the Training Center.

After the Xmas holidays we will have a meeting every 2 weeks.
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MEETING OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES 
December 16,1976

PARTICIPANTS

NAME ORGANIZATION & TEL. No. BEIRUT

1« William (Bill) Lowry

2• David Bryer

3. Nadia Tewtel

4-. Catharina Kipp 
Andre Tieche 
Sven Lampell

International Union for Child 
/elfare, Geneva 

Coral Beach Hotel 
Tel. 317200
(Leaving Beirut Dec.20,1976)
OXFAM, Oxford, England 
(No office in Beirut)
OPPice of Social Development 
Tel.No. Home 228680

Office 271275 - 272302
ICRC
Coral Beach Hotel 
Tel. 317200

5. Michel Guillaume

6. Hans Schellenberg

7. Joseph Thompson

8. Mary Hawkins

9. Andre Karam

Terre des Hommes 
Tel. 2654-50 / 221172
(Jinishian Memorial Program) 
Representing Swiss and German 
Evangelical Relief Organizations Tel. 261008 /354-274-

Lutheran World Federation,Geneva 
CLocal address) May Flower Hotel 
3 month Emergency Assistance
W ? ldn ? U eoW r > Save the Children Tel. Office/Home 364-260
Dana Bldg., Behind Riviera Hotel
Save the Children Federation 
Community Development Foundation 
Tel. Office 3^8906 Bliss Street
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Fred Cuny

10. Benjamin Weir

11. Joseph P. Carmine
Martin J. McDermott s.t. 
Elie Ma’mary, s.t.

Intertect - Consultant to 
Save the Children Federation 
Community Development Foundation 
Bliss Street- .
Tel. 34-4-Z82 %Za*A*+,ik

34-89 06
United Presbyterian Church in USA 
Resident in Beirut 
Representative in Lebanon & Syria 
Tel. Office 34-2832 

Home 34-7178
Director, Catholic Relief Services
Co-Director
Caritas
Zaidan Street, Ashrafieh 
Tel. Office 326721 - 33584-4- 

Home 335750
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Press Release: U.S. Aid to Lebanon to Include 
Foodstuffs to Neediest in all Parts of Country

USIS-Beirut 1976



USIS, AMERICAN EMBASSY, BEIRUT
December 9, 1976

US AID TO LEBANON TO INCLUDE FOODSTUFFS TO 
NEEDIEST IN ALL PARTS OF COUNTRY

The United States Agency for International Development 
is making available approximately 24 million pounds of 
food to help feed needy Lebanese through Catholic Relief
S e r v i c e s  (CRS), a  v o lu n t a r y  Relief Agencys

T h e  f o o d s t u f f s  to be delivered to Lebanon within the
n e x t  fo u r  m onths will in c lu d e  1 0 , 8  million pounds o f  a l l  

p u rp o se  f l o u r ,  1 ,5  m i l l i o n  pounds of v e g e t a b le  oil* 1*9  

m i l l i o n  pounds of w h e a t- s o y  b le n d  and 9 ,7  m i l l i o n  pounds 

o f  bulgur w h e a t . T h e  food is provided u n d e r T i t l e  I I  of 
th e  food f o r  p e a ce  program,

This quantity of food is expected t fe e d  ap .climatel y  

400s000 persons for three months. Additional foodstuffs may 

be fo r th c o m in g s  depending on developments i n  the r e l i e f  

situation and further assessments of food requirements,.
Distribution of these foodstuffs in Lebanon will fea 

made to all parts of the country where the need exists^ 
without regard to religious affiliation, on the basis o f  

a detailed survey of Lebanon conducted by Caritas*



U.S* Official relief t© Lebanon since October, of.. 1975 
is approximately 18.9 million dollarsf of which 7 million
has been provided t© the International Committee of the..
Red Cross * 6,7 million to the American University. Hospital, 
1 million to the United Nations in support of their relief 
activities, and assistance now being provided through 
Catholic Relief Services, totaling 4,2 million dollars.

t
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